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HISTORIES
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The Histories
Welcome to the eighth volume o f The Histones. As a student-run academic 
journal, The Histories endeavors to showcase the historical research being conducted by 
La Salle University students. In addition, this publication seeks to further expand 
historical awareness both here on campus and in the LaSallian community at large. The 
tradition o f  high-quality, scholarly, excellence set down by editors past is one that I, the 
newest editor o f  this journal, hope to bring to you, the reader, in this latest edition.
This issue covers a  wide array o f  historical topics in the forms o f five articles and 
two book reviews. Among the articles, there is an in-depth examination o f witch-hunting 
in England in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a detailed overview o f the life of 
Bartolome de Las Casas (a late fifteenth and early sixteenth century Spanish conquistador 
and priest), an intriguing assessment o f the life o f psychologist, William James, in the 
context o f  America’s Gilded Age, an evaluation o f  the impact o f presidential hopeful, 
Ross Perot, in American politics, and finally, an examination o f how two different works 
on Winston Churchill compare/contrast to one another. Referencing the two book 
reviews, one looks at a relatively recent publication on the history o f  Irish organized 
crime in the United States, while the other considers a work dealing with the differences 
between President Abraham Lincoln and Chief Justice Roger B. Taney.
My sincere thanks go out to a number o f people without whom this journal would 
never have become a reality. First, to the talented writers who contributed their papers to 
this issue. Next, to our moderator, Dr. Lisa Jarvinen, Dr. Stuart Leibiger, the chair o f La 
Salle University’s History Department, and the entire History Department faculty, for 
their constant guidance and unwavering support. We are also grateful to the History 
Department’s administrative assistant, Jennifer Smith, for her help in organizing past 
issues o f this journal. Thanks also to all o f  the members o f the Historical Society (aka 
“The Histories Group”) for their patience and persistence. And last, but certainly not 
least, our gratitude goes out to Chris Kazmierczak for providing us with the funds 
necessary to get this journal published.
I do hope this edition o f The Histories proves to be an informative as well as 
enjoyable experience for you, the reader. It is just one example o f all the hard work and 
dedication that La Salle students put in to all o f their academic endeavors.
Victoria L. Valusek
Editor-in-Chief 
Fall 2008
Writers: Joseph Baker, Lauren De Angelis, Caitlin Eileen Docherty, Stephen 
Janoson, James McAndrew, Kevin Prendergast, and Victoria Valusek
Moderators: Dr. Lisa Jarvinen and Dr. Stuart Leibiger
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I
Witch Hunting in 16th and 17th Century England
By Lauren De Angelis ‘11
When analyzing England in both the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, one 
cannot ignore the overbearing presence that witchcraft had over the people, courts, and 
rulers. One must understand that witchcraft was not a new belief, but, in fact, found its 
basis in the bible in such verses as, “Thou shalt  not suffer a witch to live.”1 These ideas 
were thus not new during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but there was a drastic 
increase in the number o f trials and convictions during this time. One must understand 
that an increasing number o f accusations and trials occurred because rulers enacted 
specific legislation that made the practice o f  witchcraft a crime, and eventually a capital 
offence. Witch trials were thus prevalent under those rulers, such as Elizabeth I and 
James I, who found witchcraft to be dangerous to their monarchies. Although these rulers 
feared witchcraft, the courts became less concerned with this problem in the 1640’s due 
to unrest caused by the Civil War, which forced the government’s attention. Towards the 
end of the 1600’s, more individuals became skeptical because a “growing body of 
intelligent men...discredited the stories o f witchcraft and were even inclined to laugh at 
them.”2 Although witchcraft in sixteenth and seventeenth century England held a 
prominent role in legislation, trials, and persecutions o f many individuals, this role 
declined because o f political instability and increased skepticism.
Early laws regarding witchcraft dating back to the 1000’s existed in England, but 
it was not until 1542 that a monarch, Henry VIII, issued the first English Statute 
concerning witchcraft. This statute proclaimed the practice o f witchcraft “cannot be used 
and exercised to...hurt or damage the Kinges Subjectes,” find treasure, or force someone 
to “unlawfully love” another.3 By specifying the crimes that were caused by witchcraft, 
Henry VIII was able to definitively declare it a felony and punishable by death. Prior to 
this date, witchcraft was simply believed to be a sect of heresy, which would firstly be 
tried by the Church and then by the State; however the growing number o f witch trials on 
the continent o f Europe alarmed Henry. As a result o f these growing trends o f witchcraft,
1 L ’estrange C. Ewen. Witch Hunting and W itch T rials. (London. Kegen Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., 
LTD ), p. 1
2 W allace Notestein. A History o f  W itchcraft in England From 1558 to 1718.2 n d  ed. (NY: Russel &
Russel, 1965). p. 284
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he thought it best to issue the Statute to protect his subjects.4 Although he set these laws 
in place, there were no notable trials that enforced this law until the reign o f his daughter, 
Elizabeth I.
There are various reasons why Elizabeth began to heavily enforce the laws 
enacted by Henry VIII. Firstly, Elizabeth appointed an Anglican minister named John 
Jewel as the Bishop o f Salisbury who fervently believed in the evilness o f witchcraft. In 
one particular sermon, he emphasized the fact that those “kind o f  people (witches and 
sorcerers) within these few last years are marvelously increased w ithin.. .the realm,”5 
which caused Elizabeth to fear for the safety o f those in her empire. Secondly, Elizabeth 
feared being murdered by those who practiced witchcraft against her. From the time she 
stepped onto the throne, there were murder plots that used the influence o f witchcraft to 
help ensure success. Finally, it was the influence o f  her advisors, who felt a need for a 
stronger enforcement o f the law, which caused her to issue the Statute o f the Realm that 
would nullify her father’s statute in favor o f a stricter, more concise law against 
witchcraft.
In this new statute, killing an individual through the use o f witchcraft was still 
punishable by death, but other crimes now received a lesser punishment. Instead o f death 
for “destroying goods, provoking unlawful love or discovering treasure,”6 one was liable 
to a year’s imprisonment with four appearances on the pillory. Although this law appears 
more lenient than Henry VIII’s, one must understand that a second offense did result in 
death. Not only did this statute enforce a death sentence, but it also encouraged more 
individuals to bring charges against each other in secular courts because there was little 
evidence needed to convict an individual.7 Although private citizens felt strongly about 
punishing witches, many times administrators were lenient. Even the queen herself was 
arguably biased towards certain witches if they helped her during her reign. One such 
individual was John Dee who “was said to have revealed to the queen those who were her 
enemies at foreign court.”8 When he was under attack for suspicion o f practicing 
witchcraft, Elizabeth offered protection and aid until the time o f her death in 1603. 
Towards the end o f  her reign, the government began to acquit more individuals than in 
previous years, which Notestein argues was due to the emergence o f Reginald Scot’s 
book entitled Discoverie of Witchcraft that began to sow the seed o f doubt in England.
It is important to understand that there were individuals who began to doubt the 
existence o f witchcraft, even during the early years o f persecution. Although there were 
few who did so, Reginald Scot is the most renowned o f this time because he became one 
o f the most influential figures for later critics. When looking at his career, one can see 
that the tragedy which occurred at St. Osyth, a town near his home, spurred him to write 
his book. During this affair that occurred in 1582, there were a series o f accusations and 
trials in which “twenty odd witches were named” for killing and bewitching upwards of
4 A lan M acfarlane, and J. A. Sharpe. W itchcraft in Tudor and Stuart England : A Regional and 
Com parative Study. (N ew York: Routledge, 1999). p. 14
5 Notestein. p. 17
6 Ewen. p. 24
7 Notestein. 53
8 Notestein. p. 53
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forty individuals.9 He was not simply writing to educate the public, but also writing for 
those who were receiving the injustice and horrible treatment o f the courts. Witnessing 
these trials and hearing the testimonies o f  the accused caused him to begin to look upon 
witchcraft with a great deal o f doubt. He stated, “I say, he that attributeth to a witch, such 
divine power, as dulie and onelie apperteinth unto GOD (which all witchmongers doo) is 
in hart a blasphemer, an idolater, and full o f grosse impietie.”10Scot shows those who are 
accusing are also sinning against God, and are no better than those w hom  they 
condemn.
In his work, Scot was careful never to deny the existence o f witches because that 
would have gone against biblical statements, but he implied their nonexistence through 
statements that appeared empathetic to the accused. In one instance, Scot describes these 
poor souls as “commonly old, bleary eyed and full o f wrinkles; poor, sullen, 
superstitious, and papists...who are so odious unto all their neighbors, and so 
feared.. .that they are believed to doo such things as beyond the ability o f a humane” 11 
This statement exemplifies the fact that Scot believed individuals classified and feared 
were those who looked like they were evil, even if  they were not. Although there is no 
record o f  the initial impression that Scot’s book caused, one can see it must have sparked 
individuals’ attentions because King James I believed it was worthwhile to write a 
response.12
Just as Scot had his opinions about witchcraft, so too did King James o f Scotland 
(who would later become James I o f England). James believed that “he had every reason 
to fear and hate the creatures” because his life, like Elizabeth’s, was being threatened by 
witches.13 The most notable attempt came in 1589 when a man named Dr. Fian was 
accused o f  plotting to kill the king with witchcraft. It was believed that he and his group 
o f followers had given their souls to the devil in order to murder the king. Thus, in 1597, 
he wrote his beliefs about the existence o f witchcraft in the Daemonolgie because he 
wanted to show his hatred towards witches and also combat Scot’s denial o f  witches. 
King James, using the Bible as the central basis of his argument, stated, “In the law of 
God it is plainly prohibited.. .it is plain where wicked Pharaoh's wise-men imitated a 
number o f Moses miracles” through the use o f witchcraft in order to show their power 
against God, which shows that witchcraft must therefore exist.14 He then went onto 
expound how witches practice supernatural acts, such as flying through air using the 
power o f the devil. All beliefs that he held about witchcraft were in this book, which was 
quite influential among believers during this time. One will see that these beliefs heavily 
influenced how he dealt with witchery during his reign as King o f England.
When James I ascended to the English throne in 1603, he issued a new law that 
ushered in the most intense period of witch trials in England. This law stated,
9 Joseph H. M arshburn. M urder and W itchcraft in England. 1550-1640. (N orm an, OK: University o f  
Oklahom a) p. 54
10 Reginald Scot. The Discoverie o f  W itchcraft. 2nd ed. (Yorkshire: Ep Limited, 1973). p. 9
11 Scot. 5
12 G.B. Harrison. The Trial o f  the Lancaster W itches. (London: Peter Davis, 1929). p. xiv
IJNotestein. p. 94
14 G.B. Harrison. The Trial o f  the Lancaster W itches. (London: Peter Davis, 1929). p. xiv
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For the better restrayninge the said Offenses, and more sever 
punishinge the same, be it further enacted by the authorities o f the 
aforesaide, That if  any person or persons... shall use the practise or 
exercise any Invocation or Conjuration o f any evill and wicked 
Spirit, or shall consult covenant w ith...any evil or wicked 
spirit.. .will lawfullie... suffer the paines o f death.15
This law showed a marked difference from that o f his predecessor, Elizabeth. He felt that 
Elizabeth’s law did not cover all that was necessary to fully punish this horrendous crime 
because her law did not address contracting with the devil or conversing with spirits. As 
it stood under James I’s law, these crimes were punishable by death on the first offense.
It was easy to bring a witch up on a felony charge because one could accuse her o f 
keeping a familiar, a spirit within an animal, much more easily than accusing her of 
murder. All that was thus required were a few gossiping groups to cause a stir within a 
village. Under this new statute, two-thirds o f those who escaped death under Elizabeth 
were now condemned, thus showing the greater degree o f seriousness that individuals felt 
toward this crime.16 When studying this period o f witch persecution in England, it is 
imperative to show examples o f how these trials were actually run in order to grasp how 
individuals handled cases under this statute.
Before delving into specific trials it is worth noting who was more likely to be 
accused, how they were tried, what punishments they received, and if they were likely to 
be tortured. As previously stated, those accused were mostly women who were old and 
wretched because many believed that the “female sex was both weak and vicious— weak 
towards Satan and vicious towards fellow human beings.”17 This is not to say that men 
were never found guilty o f witchcraft because, between 1300 and 1499,37% o f those 
tried were men.18 This percentage shows that although women were more likely to be 
accused, men were not all together seen as innocent. Under James I, there were certain 
procedures that one was allowed to perform for both women and men. For example, “any 
person who suspects another to be guilty is allowed to arrest him, and bring him to the 
Constable or to a Justice” in order to begin his trial.19 The ability for individuals to arrest 
suspected witches emphasizes the increase o f trials during this time.
When these individuals were brought up on felony charges, they were tried at the 
Court o f King’s Bench at Westminster, at the Court o f  Assizes, at the Quarter Sessions, 
or at Independent Courts. Under the Act o f Parliament 1 & 2 Phillip & Mary o f 1554, one 
is allowed the possibility for bail, but to receive it, the individual had to be personally 
questioned, along with those who accused him, to see if  the circumstances of the crime
15 Ewen. p. 19-20
ls Notestein. p. 106
17 M acFarlane, and Sharpe, p. 16
18 Susanna Burghatz The Equation o f  W om en and W itches: Case Study o f  W itchcraft T rials in Lucerne and 
Lausanne in 15lh and 16lh Centuries, p. 59
19 Ewen. p.52
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allowed for bail.20 The accused person was detained in a prison until the date o f their trial 
if  bail was not received. Upon reaching trial, courts took care to ensure that a potential 
witch was “genuine” by setting down a set o f  signs that it would use to see if  an 
individual was using witchcraft. These signs ranged from a murdered individual bleeding 
when a witch touched it to merely keeping pictures o f clay or wax in the home. Although 
one would think that torture would be used to punish a witch during a trial or used to 
illicit confessions, “there is no evidence that physical torture was ever officially allowed 
in England, except where treason was involved.”21
When the accused individual was found guilty, there were certain punishments 
that were given. Under each monarch, these punishments ranged from automatic death to 
one-year imprisonment. Although death resulted in many o f the cases, there were 
different ways in which individuals were killed. Many times they were burned at the 
stake or boiled to death. It is worth noting “the reign of Jam es.. .shows a notable increase 
in witch executions over that o f Elizabeth. Records show that forty to fifty people 
suffered for the crime during the reign o f James, all but one o f them within the first 
fifteen years.”22 The most noted trial during this time, perhaps the most noted during his 
reign, were those trials held at Lancaster in 1612.
In 1612, there was a series o f witch incidents that were quite sensational. In the 
forest of Pendle, there were two feuding families headed by Elizabeth Southernes, or 
‘Old Demdike’ and by Anne Chattox. Both families professed supernatural powers and 
ignited fear within each other.23 Roger Nowell, a justice of the peace, was brought to the 
lands o f Lancaster when the feuding resulted in the death o f a member o f well-to-do 
family. When four women were arrested, Elizabeth Device, daughter of Elizabeth 
Southernes, called their children and friends to gather “on Good Friday for a special 
meeting held at Malkin Tower... in the Forest of Pendle”24 in order to plot the escape of 
their leaders by blowing up Lancaster Tower. When this plot was eventually exposed, 
individuals began to accuse one another for using witchcraft. Multiple individuals were 
brought to trial and eventually were put to death for their many felony crimes. By the end 
o f  this trial, the people o f this town were horrified to know that these women had been 
followers o f the devil for years and were using black magic against them by taking the 
“scalpes o f people, which had been buried, and then cast out o f a grave”25 This trial lived 
in infamy for many years, and in 1633, another series o f trials (which were directly 
related to the 1612 trials) emerged here under Charles I.
When Charles I took power in 1626, his reign began a marked decrease in witch 
executions. Although there were isolated problems in some places, there was a relatively 
quiet atmosphere during this time. There was “but one really notable alarm ...that 
illustrated the continuity o f the superstition in a given locality. ”26This trial was again in
20 Ewen. p. 53
21 MacFarlane and Sharpe. p .2 0
22Notestein. p. 105
23 Notestein. p. 122
24 Marshburn . p. 146
25 Harrison, p. 136
“ Notestein. p. 146
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the town o f Lancaster. Because o f the previous events that occurred in this area, a local 
eleven year old boy stated that he was led by a woman to the area o f the Malkin Tower, 
the original site o f the 1612 plot. This exclamation not only led the town to cry out, but 
also led to the deaths o f those who he had imprisoned because o f  his accusations. After 
being examined on June 16, the boy stated that he had fabricated the entire story because 
he wanted to create “fantastic tales about witches”27 Although Charles I’s reign was 
relatively quiet, one has to understand that the Lancaster Trials o f 1634 represent the 
continuance o f skepticism among the people. Granted, there were fewer executions, but 
trials still occurred during this time. As one can see, “superstition was still a bird o f prey, 
but its wings were being clipped.”28 It was a time that showed a lessening in signs that 
would have definitively brought a witch to trial
It is worth noting that during the reign o f Charles I, a civil war began between the 
royalists and parliamentarians, which resulted in the eventual overthrow o f  the monarchy 
in favor o f a Commonwealth headed by Oliver Cromwell. During the years o f the war 
(1642 to 1651), the courts and magistrates were no longer focused on the troubles that 
witchcraft was causing the population. Although courts did not prosecute as much as they 
had in the past, witch-finders were able to use local courts to quell the public discontent 
that emerged.29 The courts did not in fact aid those who believed in witchcraft as much as 
they had in the past, but with the help o f  witch-finders, witches still stayed in the public 
mind. There was in fact a great “difficulty o f  detecting witches with certainty, thus 
leading to the employment o f professional witch-finders who were supposed to have 
greater experience than the local searchers and watchers,”30 but the influence o f one man, 
Matthew Hopkins, led to a string o f trials and executions which was quite unusual for this 
period.
Between the years o f  1645 and 1647, Matthew Hopkins was a highly valued 
witch-finder who went back and forth in the eastern counties. Because “England was in a 
state o f judicial anarchy, local authorities were in control. ..and had often been against 
witches,” Hopkins gained the opportunity to excel in an atmosphere where the civil 
government was unconcerned with witchcraft. This allowed him to gain support from 
minor courts and local people. Many saw Hopkins as a man o f action because he was 
able to seek out witches fairly easily and bring them forth on felony charges. Although it 
is not known how he came to hold such an ardent hatred o f witchcraft, Hopkins was 
familiar with the ideas held in James I 's Daemomlogie. One must understand that this 
man did not go from town to town accusing people haphazardly, but systematically 
checked individuals for sure signs o f witchery. Because he was professional in his 
actions, individuals had faith when he recognized someone as a witch. His credibility 
fueled the local courts in the East, which allowed Hopkins to send more witches to the 
gallows in fourteen months than any other witch-finder.31 It was not until there became
27 Marshburn . p. 148
28N otestein. p. 163
29N otestein. p. 183
30Ewen. p. 69
31 N otestein. p. 195
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more stability in England that this man was checked in his actions o f mass witch 
persecutions.
Following the Civil War, there was in fact still a period in which the higher courts 
in England took back control o f witch trials because they now had the time to focus on 
this local crime. Between 1649 and 1653, practicing witchcraft was still seen as a serious 
offence. It was not until 1653 when the Protectorate, under Oliver Cromwell, was 
established that one notices a substantial decrease in witchcraft trials. It is worth noting 
that the “period of the Protectorate saw but half a dozen” cases, which was lower than the 
thirty trials held in the prior years.32 Although there was no longer Civil War, Cromwell 
was responsible for maintaining the first protectorate England had ever seen, which may 
have influenced his decision to thwart the trials o f witches. Although he allowed trials to 
commence, Cromwell pardoned many accused individuals because he was trying to 
balance the rage of the people with keeping peace throughout the land.
When the throne was finally restored in 1660, there was a further decrease in 
trials in the following decades because there were many changes that were occurring. 
Witches, if  they were even brought to trial at all, received fairer treatment in court and, 
many times, full pardons. Justices were much more reluctant to send witches to courts 
because o f the critical literature that began to emerge, much o f which was reminiscent of 
the Reginald Scot material from decades past. Intelligent men began to speak out against 
the old superstitions that were held by the common masses and attempted, through the 
written word, to expel these beliefs. One such man was John Wigstaffe who, in 1669, 
wrote The Question of Witchcraft Debated, which uses theological arguments to hinder 
the widespread faith in witches. In his book, there are two important arguments worth 
noting: “witches find their origin in ‘heathen fables’...undercutting... those who insisted 
the belief in witchcraft as an essential o f Christian faith” and that coincidence is the cause 
o f many o f these “witch” scares.33 Another great critic o f this period was John Webster 
who wrote The Displaying of the Supposed Witchcraft in order to strengthen and reiterate 
those theological and philosophical arguments, such as Wigstaffes, to further disparage 
witchcraft.34 As more individuals spoke out against witchcraft, individuals began to lose 
their ardent faith in its practice. The growing skepticism aided in the eventual defeat o f 
legal trials in England by 1717.
In 1717, the last trial for the crime o f  witchcraft was held in the town of Leicester. 
This trial shows that there were still superstitions present in England, but those in power 
saw that the Statute o f James I needed to be repealed. Although it was not repealed until 
this time, the Statute had not been previously enforced because courts granted an 
increasing number o f pardons for this felony that called for death. The government could 
not justify, in the face of growing evidence and criticism against the existence of 
witchcraft, a death sentence for something that was no longer hard fact. Those signs, such 
as marks on the body and the keeping o f wax figures, were no longer enough to convict 
individuals who otherwise would have had no chance under such a strict law. Although
32 Notestein. p. 220
33 Notestein. p. 295
34 Notestein, 305
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there were those who still believed in witchcraft, they could not use the courts to help 
them, thus bringing an end to the official prosecution o f witches in England.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, one can see that superstition dominated 
the minds o f individuals in England. Sickness, death, and theft were seen as a crime of 
witchcraft, and thus a threat to the common good. Beginning with Henry VIII, rulers o f 
England felt that strict laws were needed in order to protect its citizens against the 
dangers that the Devil caused on Earth. Not all people felt that witchcraft existed because 
there were, from the beginning, those who spoke out against it. Although this felony 
called for death, one observes that this was not always carried out because there were 
issues that many times prevented a strict, systematic judicial system. Because o f political 
unrest during the Civil War, Protectorate, and Restoration, the government needed to 
ensure the survival o f England as a nation rather than worry over the many witchcraft 
cases. It was not just civil unrest that caused the eventual decline o f witchcraft trials, but 
also the growing amount o f criticisms coming from learned men. The government could 
no longer ignore the witchcraft issue, thus officially ending persecution. Witchcraft was a 
crime so heavily prosecuted in sixteenth and seventeenth century England, but as the 
realm and those in it, developed and changed, witchcraft trials could no longer be 
tolerated.
The Histories, Volume 8, Number 1 10
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II
“All the Peonies of the World Are Men”1 
The Good Life of Bartolome de Las Casas 
By Stephen Janoson ‘10
Bartolome de Las Casas (1484-1566) was a Spanish conquistador, a social 
activist, a Dominican friar, and a very controversial man. As a boy he befriended and 
learned from Columbus, as a young man he conquered Spanish America, and as a man 
led by God he worked for the justice o f the people he had conquered. After a sudden 
conversion he challenged the cruel colonization by the Europeans and significantly 
changed the way that America was colonized. His written works have served as a 
foundation for and have helped shape the ideas o f Catholic American social justice 
including human rights. De Las Casas’s messages still have meaning today and 
encompass the modem idea o f western values-justice, freedom, and equality. This paper 
provides clear proof that Bartolome de las Casas did in fact live his idea o f a good life 
based on the values that he believed in after his conversion. He not only wrote and 
preached about his values and missions, but he also lived them, and his actions were 
always consistent with his words. He stood by his beliefs, despite controversy and 
hardships, and maintained faith in God. He was true to himself and that is very telling 
that he did live a good life.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Spain, the nation where de Las Casas was 
bom and for which he sailed, was a Catholic country struggling to find its national 
identity. The people there supported spirituality and religion; they were, in essence, well- 
intentioned people, but were constantly fighting their own desire for material wealth.
This problem stills plagues the modem world and it is still difficult for the two to 
coincide, because for Christian believers worldly possessions and wealth are to have no 
significance in their lives. This is the world into which de Las Casas was bom, a 
hypocritical nation that supported Christianity and its teachings, but allowed for the cruel 
and unjust treatment o f the citizens that they colonized in the Americas.2 In Spain, the 
monarchy constantly changed its views between colonization and conversion (often the 
decision was that wealth was more important than saving souls). Western values for that 
time period would be hard to define because the nation and its people preached justice,
Lewis Hanke, The Spanish Struggle for Justice in the Conquest of America (Boston: Little, Brown, and 
Com pany, 1965), 111.
2 Paul S. Vickery, Bartolome de Las Casas: Great Prophet of the Americas (N ew York: Paulist Press, 
2006), 1-2.
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kindness, equality and a moral life based on God. However, in practice the Western 
values o f  this time would be greed, power, injustice,3 and allowing passions to control 
one’s life.4 There was also a strong focus on selfish rewards and fame, regardless of 
consequences or who was hurt in the process.
The life o f Bartolome de las Casas began in the Triana section o f Seville, Spain, 
in as early as August o f 1474 or as late as November 11,1484. Although many scholars 
agree that it was probably 1484 (based on information gathered from de Las Casas 
writings), early biographies o f him disagree. (At the time o f de Las Casas birth there was 
such a high mortality rate among infants that no records o f births or early childhood were 
kept).5 At this time, Spain was the preeminent nation in exploration, spreading 
Catholicism, and was home to some o f the greatest Christian thinkers o f the time.6
It was later said that “de Las Casas lived in an age o f  remarkable people -  yet 
stood out like a colossus for ideas and initiatives that distinguished him not only in the 
eyes o f his contemporaries, but those o f history down to the present day.”7 Throughout 
his lifetime, beginning at a very early age, de Las Casas met a large number o f these 
significant people, especially explorers and missionaries (many times these two could be 
the same person), who would shape his views o f the New World before, during, and after 
his crossings o f the oceans. De Las Casas was an active person with many significant 
connections throughout Spain that allowed him, throughout his life, to shape Spanish and 
New World history.8
De Las Casas was bom an Old Christian which meant that all o f his grandparents 
were Christians. He was exposed to a life o f  exploration at a very early age, his father 
and uncles made many trips to the New World, some even with Columbus on his later 
voyages. Perhaps the most important moment in de Las Casas’s early life was his first 
encounter with Columbus in 1493, when Columbus returned from the West Indies 
bringing with him Native Indians and fine artifacts from the New World. De Las Casas 
was mesmerized by these new peoples9 (as well as the journals that Columbus brought 
back with him, the only surviving copies o f which come from de Las Casas himself),10 
but he had no idea that one day he would become not only their admirer but also their 
protector and even savior.11
During this time period, religion and exploration were closely linked. 
Missionaries and priests were oftentimes the explorers founding and settling the New 
World. Shortly after the discovery o f  the Americas, Europe, led by Spain, focused on 
converting the “savage” peoples -  a major reason why explorers received financing for 
their expeditions. However, this idea o f conversion soon became, and was later 
overtaken by, the effort to acquire as much material wealth from the lands that they
3 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 1-3.
4 M arcel Brion, Bartolome de Las Casas: “Father of the Indians" (N ew York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 
1929,24.
5 Bartolom e de Las Casas, An Account, Much Abbreviated of the Destruction of the Indies (Indianapolis: 
Hackett Publishing Com pany, Inc., 2003), xiii-xiv.
6 Vickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 5.
7 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xi.
8 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xii.
9 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 1.
10 D e Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xiii.
11 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 1.
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conquered as they could. De Las Casas studied in monasteries at a very early age and 
developed knowledge o f  Christianity and Latin which allowed him to become an 
important member o f many sailing expeditions to the West Indies.12
In 1502, at the age o f  eighteen, de Las Casas made his first voyage to the New 
World. De Las Casas and his father sailed with Nicolas de Ovando to colonize the island 
o f Hispaniola in the Caribbean.13 “After that date, the story o f  [de] Las Casas’ life would 
become very well known, and he would seldom be far from the limelight.”14 He started 
working as a paid doctrinero, a teacher o f religious doctrine, and quickly became a 
wealthy man. Shortly after, de Las Casas received an encomienda, an official allotment 
o f natives, for his service to Ovando. The way the encomienda tribute system worked 
was that Spanish nobles, settled in the New World, would receive Indians to do their 
manual labor. In return for their labor, the natives would receive a modest wage, and the 
nobles would take responsibility for educating the Indians about the Catholic faith. The 
Indians were not legally considered slaves since they were not allowed to be sold or 
traded freely; however, it was common for these natives to be exploited. Those who 
resisted Spanish rule or refused to serve as part o f an encomienda were officially 
enslaved. 5 While de Las Casas was living in Hispaniola, there was an Indian revolt in 
the town o f Higuey which he helped to brutally suppress. In his post conversion work, 
Destruction of the Indies, he describes the island o f Hispaniola as, “the first wherein the 
Christians entered and began the devastations and perditions o f  these nations.”16
Like many young conquerors though, he lost sight o f his true mission and quickly 
became filled with greed and acquired much power at an early age. He was your typical 
conquistador at that time: he set out on a noble pilgrimage to convert and save the 
“savages” o f the New World, but ended up persecuting and destroying those people.17 
“Gold was the immediate reward that blinded the Spaniards to all suggestions of 
mercy.”18 This greed for wealth and power captured de Las Casas and the other Spanish 
explorers and led to many dark aspects in the conquest o f the Americas which were 
overlooked then and still seem to be so today.19
Conquerors said that they were well-received, partly out o f respect and partly out 
o f  fear, by the people that they encountered and conquered, and obtained all that they 
needed, yet the Spaniards still took advantage o f the people and wasted all that the 
Indians worked for.20 “First [the Christians] destroyed them and wiped the land clean of 
inhabitants, [then they] began to take Indians to serve them and use them ill, and they 
would eat their victuals that issued from the sweat o f their brow and their hard work, yet 
were still not content with what the Indians gave them willingly.”21 Horrible treatment 
by the conquerors, unfavorable laws, and poor governing by the Spaniards combined to 
produce an extremely high mortality rate in the Spanish colonies. The natives received
12 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 1-6.
13 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xviii.
14 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xviii.
15 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xviii-xix.
16 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, 8.
17 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 2.
18 Brion, “Father of the Indians” , xii.
15 Brion, "Father of the Indians", 25.
20 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 3.
21 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, 8.
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inhumane treatment including forced hard labor, starvation, and butchery, along with 
facing the spread of European diseases. In a period o f about forty years the native 
population in one area had dropped from 600,000 to about 15,000. Even the scholars and 
theologians in Spain found some far-fetched judicial basis in the encomienda tribute 
system to rationalize and morally justify what the conquistadors were doing to these 
people. At his early age, somewhere in his late teens and early twenties, de Las Casas 
was in the middle o f all this- not the worst o f the conquerors, but by no means the best.22
In 1510, although he was now officially ordained as a priest, de Las Casas was 
involved in a very wealthy industry o f international commerce, including food, cattle, and 
the slave trade, and “there is no evidence that he paid much attention to his obligations to 
attend to the spiritual well-being o f his Indian charges.”23 Throughout the next few years, 
de Las Casas traveled throughout the Caribbean and Isthmian mainland and began to 
witness, rather than participate in, the violent and brutal treatment o f the Spanish on the 
natives. During this time, he began to gradually reevaluate the past twelve years he spent 
in the New World, and even made occasional protests against severely harsh Spanish 
treatment o f the natives.24
In 1511, a Dominican priest named Antonio de Montesinos came to Santo 
Domingo and preached two moving, yet disturbing, sermons that would cause a major 
commotion in the New World. Although de Las Casas was not there to hear the sermons, 
he did notice the enormous negative uproar that the Spanish had at the men working for 
the rights o f the Indians. In short, Montesinos preached a society o f equality between 
Spanish and Indians and where every man worked for himself. This was unacceptable to 
the Spanish settlers who acquired their wealth through exploiting the work o f  others and 
never thought that they would need to profit off o f their own labors. At this time, other 
Dominican and Franciscan priests began to speak out against the violent rule and 
enslavement o f the natives by the Spanish.25 “No one, however, would pursue his protest 
as far as Bartolome de Las Casas.”26 After the sermons and during the upheaval that 
followed, “ [de] Las Casas slowly underwent a spiritual epiphany.” At this point in his 
life, he was in a state o f mental anguish, “fueled by the extensive agitation among the 
colonists as well as his increasing spiritual turmoil over being a slave owner.”27 28
On Pentecost Day, June 4,1514, at about the age o f thirty, de Las Casas 
underwent a life-changing conversion. He took a look at the way he was living and 
acting and realized they did not coincide with the religious and moral beliefs that he 
had. This moment o f realization occurred while he was preparing a sermon and 
reflecting on bible verses from the book o f Ecclesiastes. It was as if  his whole life had 
flashed before his eyes and made his mission clear to him.29 De Las Casas later said of 
this date that the “darkness left his eye” and from there on he worked on not only 
changing his actions to fit his beliefs, but also to help and protect the Indians from the
22 Brion, “Father of the Indians”, 22-24.
23 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xix-xx.
24 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xx-xxi.
25 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxii.
26 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxii.
27 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxii.
28 Vickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 3.
29 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxii.
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harsh treatment that they were receiving from the Spaniards.30 The date o f the 
conversion is highly symbolic and very significant, especially to Catholics, in two ways: 
Pentecost is celebrated as the biblical date when the Holy Spirit descended upon the 
apostles, giving them the courage to do God’s work, and historically, Jesus was thirty 
years old when he began his public ministry.
A year after his conversion, de Las Casas decided that he needed to travel to 
Europe to plead his case for justice before the Spanish monarch. He went before the king 
and other influential bishops and his ideas were heard, but little was done to change what 
was occurring across the ocean. Some success came for de Las Casas when his three 
treatises influenced the appointments o f a reform commission that would have the job of 
examining the situation in the Spanish America.31 The Council o f  the Indies set to 
examine the Spanish conquest and to determine if  it followed the morality o f Christian 
teaching. The council produced a list o f wrongs that specifically detailed the atrocities 
committed by the conquerors. It also stated that the goal o f the explorers was to teach the 
Americans, not to exploit them. This could be seen by de Las Casas as an improvement, 
but little implementation came as a result o f the council’s decisions.32
Throughout his time in Spain, de Las Casas had trouble making any other 
progress toward his goals because o f the complex and political nature o f the courts. 
Through tireless work and dedication to his cause, he was eventually able to win some 
support from Charles V, the new Spanish king and Emperor. Charles gave de Las Casas 
land in Venezuela to implement one o f de Las Casas’s revolutionary projects: to make a 
community where Indians were equals o f  the Spanish and owed their allegiance to the 
crown in Spain, not to any one person in the New World. Another aspect, and maybe the 
most important o f all, was that de Las Casas would create this community without any 
wars or bloodshed.33
De Las Casas set sail for his Venezuelan colony in 1520. However by the time he 
reached his settlement, trouble in Spain and the colonies had destroyed his dream. His 
peaceful mission quickly became an “utter fiasco” as the Spanish continued to look for 
slaves and the Indians fought to keep their personal freedom. Two years later (1522) and 
with all his attempts at maintaining his colony having failed, de Las Casas entered a 
Dominican monastery in Santo Domingo and took vows as a friar shortly thereafter. He 
began working in the small city o f Puetro Plata on the coast o f Hispaniola quickly 
erecting a major church in the area. During this time, de Las Casas began his work on the 
History of the Indies, an extensive and detailed work documenting the Spanish colonies 
in the early sixteenth century.34 This is one o f the most important early works from the 
New World and offers deep insight from a first hand perspective.
De Las Casas once again turned his attention to the cause o f the Indians in 1531. 
From the New World, de Las Casas wrote letters to the Council o f the Indies back in 
Spain describing the violent atrocities that the Spanish settlers had wreaked on the native 
inhabitants. Ignoring this, de Las Casas argued, would have serious consequences for 
Spain, especially for the monarch since violent colonization was contrary to official
30 Vickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 3.
31 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxiii.
32 Hanke, Spanish Struggle, 111-112.
33 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxiii.
34 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxiv.
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Spanish policy and religious teachings. By the mid 1530s, de Las Casas had made quite a 
name for himself as “Protector o f the Indians” and for his unwavering fight to achieve 
justice and equality for the Indians; however, he was also developing many political 
enemies. As a result o f this, de Las Casas was ordered by his superiors to return to Santo 
Domingo, which was the most important city in Spanish America and was also home to 
many significant people o f the time.35
Throughout 1535 and 1536, de Las Casas traveled to many developing colonies 
throughout Spanish America. Continuing his missionary fight, he preached and wrote 
many letters to influential people throughout the New World and Spain, but seemed to 
arouse more anger toward himself than produce any results. A strong development was 
made in July o f 1536, however, when a letter to the Spanish king inspired a royal decree 
which suspended all conquest activities in Nicaragua for two years. Spanish colonists 
became furious at the work o f de Las Casas and he was often forced by Spanish rulers to 
leave countries. In a long, yet important, petition entitled “The Only Method of 
Attracting All People to the True Faith,” de Las Casas wrote to Pope Paul III “advocating 
nothing short o f  a radical alteration o f the method o f conquest and conversion in the New 
World.” De Las Casas “essentially supported a clear separation between Spaniards and 
Indians in the New World, with the establishment o f theocratic communities o f Indians 
across the Americas.”36
With encouragement from the Spanish monarch and the heads o f the Dominican 
order, Pope Paul issued the papal bull Sublimis Deus which essentially stated that the 
Indians were rational people and, therefore, could not be enslaved by European colonists. 
“It was recognition o f inherent sovereignty o f  the Indians o f  the New World. But it also 
implied that the American Indians were not fully capable o f  their own political and 
religious ‘improvements’.”37 This was a clear and much needed victory for de Las Casas 
because the world, especially the Spanish, now had to recognize the Americans as being 
capable o f  communal independence. Although this declaration was beneficial to the 
Indians, it would prove detrimental to the wealthy Spanish in the New World and would 
lead to resentment o f de Las Casas and his colleagues.38
For the next four years, de Las Casas traveled between Spanish America and 
Europe while writing his Brevisima Relation, ,a summary o f his History of the Indies.
Fie presented a copy o f his work to Charles V. In it, de Las Casas described the 
“unrestrained Spanish cruelty” that virtually wiped out millions o f natives since the 
Spanish had arrived. Largely due to de Las Casas’s unwavering efforts and the 
Brevisima Relation, Charles issued the New Laws in 1542 to protect the Indians in 
colonies. Charles hoped that these would end the wars between the Spanish and the 
Indians and bring peace to his colonies. The New Laws included articles, some written 
by de Las Casas himself, that prohibited slavery and forced labor while affirming that the 
natives were loyal to the Spanish crown and not to any individual.39
In 1544, Charles made de Las Casas the first resident bishop o f Chiapas, a small, 
modest town in Mexico. De Las Casas preferred this small diocese to any other
35 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxiv-xxvi.
36 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxvii.
37 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxviii.
38 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxviii-xxix.
39 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxix-xxx.
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important city. With his bishopric position he was able to utilize his influence in both the 
New World and Spain in a continuing effort to win complete rights for his people. 
Although he fervently protested the violent treatment o f the Indians, his other beliefs 
were quite common to the time. “He was neither a pacifist nor an anti-imperialist nor an 
antislavery advocate. He believed in wars, provided they were just wars. And he 
believed in slavery, provided the slaves were legally acquired and treated well.”40
These ideas may seem contradictory to the beliefs o f his mission, but they, in fact, 
are consistent. His mission was not against the idea o f slavery, but against the illegal and 
violent way that the Spanish had enslaved the Indians. It was one thing to go out and 
obtain slaves legally and bring them back to a country, but it was not acceptable to arrive 
in a new place and force the indigenous people there to be slaves. De Las Casas at first 
even supported the African slave trade believing that these slaves were acquired legally 
and were better suited for the type o f work that needed to be done in Spanish America 
(another common view in Europe). He would later deeply regret this decision because he 
witnessed the Africans receiving the same cruelty and harshness from which the Indians 
had just gained independence. His mission was not met favorably by the Spanish 
colonists and there were threats on his life which caused him to flee to Spain, never to 
return to America.41
The famous debate, over the humanness and social status o f the Indians, between 
Bartolome de Las Casas and Juan Gines de Sepulveda took place in 1550. De Las Casas 
was forced, once again, to defend the native inhabitants against the “charges o f barbarism 
and natural servitude” made by Sepulveda and other influential Spaniards. Sepulveda, a 
Spanish noble who never set foot in the Americas, established two important opinions in 
his argument. The first part o f his argument provided a rationale based on the inherent 
superiority o f the Spanish over the Indians which would serve as a guide for present and 
future conquerors to exert power over those that they conquered. The second aspect 
characterized the cultures, customs, and differences that divided Spain from the New 
World. Sepulveda’s work would serve as a precedent for those defending violent 
colonization based on superiority.42 43
De Las Casas’s response came in the form o f  a book entitled the A Brief 
Apologetic History in which he defended American life and culture. He denied 
Sepulveda’s view o f natural superiority and inferiority and that the use o f  might was 
naturally right. In his argument, de Las Casas also showed that, in ways, the Americans 
were nobler or more superior to the Spanish, and “were only corrupted by the horrible 
examples o f the European invaders.” De Las Casas’ argument was not more 
convincing than his opponent’s, but, in his closing de Las Casas added a final warning 
“that failure to heed his words would bring unbearable afflictions on Spain and the 
monarchy.” Although not entirely persuaded, the monarchy decided to halt on following 
Sepulveda’s advice (which could be viewed as a small victory for de Las Casas).44 De 
Las Casas had claimed victory in 1550 and Sepulveda the same in 1551. The judges 
could not completely side with de Las Casas and end all the Spanish had gained in the
40 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxx.
41 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxx-xxxi.
42 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxxii-xxxiii.
43 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxxiii.
44 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxxiii.
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New World in the last sixty years. Nor could it completely side with Sepulveda who 
wanted complete revocation o f the New Laws (thus, another victory for de Las Casas).
De Las Casas did not technically win the debate, but it did help his cause and reestablish 
him as “the outstanding defender of the American Indians.”45
In the 1550s, Spain’s economy still depended upon the exploitation o f the 
colonies, but over the next decade that would gradually begin to change. De Las Casas 
died July 17,1566 at the age o f 82, far beyond the average life expectancy o f a normal 
individual in the sixteenth century and which added to his fame. Ironically, de Las Casas 
probably received more fame for his work against the acquiring o f wealth and power than 
he did when he was a conqueror searching for that fame. By the time of his death, the 
Spanish monarchy had begun to assert more control over its colonies and, by 1573, de 
Las Casas’s hard work would finally pay off as new laws and policy changes saw the 
Indians begin to achieve the justice and equality that he had worked so vigorously to 
achieve.46
Throughout his life, de Las Casas had a long, tireless job as an archivist and was 
also a very prolific writer. He wrote reports, treatises, and histories to go along with his 
numerous books. Another important work, which de Las Casas finished near his death, 
was his Twelve Doubts in which there are guiding principles to Indian rights, Spanish 
right and authority in the Indies, and the appropriate behavior o f the Spanish towards the 
Americans. He stated that by natural and human law the Americans are the rightful 
possessors o f their land and that any authority that the Spanish possess must come from 
the people they govern. The latter was a philosophy that would be included in the 
Constitution o f the United States o f America. De Las Casas also affirmed that Spain’s 
conquest and enslavement o f the Indians was wrong and tyrannical. These and other 
ideas found in the Twelve Doubts serve as a summary of the doctrines that de Las Casas 
developed, preached, and lived by.47
Many contemporaries o f his time may have said that de Las Casas did not live a 
good life because his ideologies were not theirs and he rebelled against the common 
values and thinking o f  his time.48 In his younger years “he was a product of his time, yet 
[became] truly revolutionary in his message concerning the treatment o f Amerindians.”49 
He was also described as “that saintly man, who was so often mistaken for a well- 
meaning fanatic, [but] had in him the vision, [and possessed] the steady and serene 
outlook o f a world statesman.”50 De Las Casas not only shaped the way that Europeans 
viewed the peoples o f the Americas and how those people were conquered and converted, 
but he also left a lasting impression that shaped the American justice system that our 
country has today.51 Throughout the history of the colonization of America, de Las
45 Henry Raup W agner and Helen Rand Parish. The Life and Writings of Bartolome de Las Casas.
(A lbuquerque: The University o f  N ew  M exico Press, 1967), 182.
46 De Las Casas, Destruction of the Indies, xxxiii-xxxiv.
47 W agner and Parish, Life and Writing, 234.
41 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 3-6.
49 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 5.
50 Brion, "Father of the Indians ", viii.
51 V ickery, Las Casas: Great Prophet, 2-5.
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Casas’s words and ideas would echo in the minds o f rulers, as nations such as England 
and other Christian nations sought never to repeat the brutality o f the Spanish.52
De Las Casas truly did live his idea o f the “Good Life” by following the western 
values that he preached. His life was living work for justice, equality, and respect, not 
just for the Indians, but for all people. Through his words and works, the memory o f his 
life and mission live on today. The effect that he had on Spanish America and the world 
was only the beginning, currently we must strive to emulate him and bring justice and 
peace to all peoples.
52E Shaskan Bum as, “The Cannibal Butcher Shop: Protestant Uses o f  las C asas’ Brevisim a Relation in 
Europe and the Am erican Colonies,” Early American Literature, Vol. 35 Iss. 2 (2000): 107.
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III
Optimism. Adventure, Pragmatism, and Psychology: 
William James and the Gilded Age
By James McAndrew ‘10
The Gilded Age is the term used to refer to the period o f totally unprecedented 
economic and population growth in the post-Civil War and pre World War I United 
States. Many influential figures lived during this time, one o f the most important being 
William James, an American psychologist, philosopher, and medical doctor. Throughout 
his life, James did much to promote the then very young science o f psychology, founding 
the first demonstration laboratory in America and teaching the first psychology course at 
Harvard University. He also wrote about and greatly helped develop the philosophy of 
pragmatism. Through his outlooks on both o f these subjects, James exposes much about 
his own personality and the values that he held personally, many o f which seem to be in 
line with the dominant beliefs o f the Gilded Age. William James was able to help shape 
America and American ideas during a time in the country’s history that was unlike any 
other.
William James was bom on January 11,1842, at the Astor House in New York 
City. He was the oldest child o f Henry James Sr. and Mary Robertson Walsh. His father 
was a very wealthy man and an exceptionally eccentric Swedenborgian theologian who 
seemed to be at great odds with the pro-science views o f the time. William James, along 
with his brothers and sister, was educated throughout Europe during his childhood, 
becoming fluent in both French and German. He then took a short-lived apprenticeship 
with William Morris Hunt in his studio in Rhode Island. In 1861 as the American Civil 
War began, James’s brothers, Garth Wilkinson and Robertson, enlisted in the Union 
Army while William and his other brother Henry did not, pleading health issues. William 
himself suffered from what was then known as neurasthenia which included fatigue, 
anxiety, and periods o f severe depression leading to suicidal thoughts. Also, in 1861 
James entered Harvard University as a Chemistry major, but quickly switched to 
physiology. Subsequently, he began to attend Harvard Medical School in 1864, but took a 
leave o f absence in the spring o f 1865 to go on a scientific expedition up the Amazon 
River with Harvard’s Louis Agassiz. While on this excursion, James became ill many 
times, suffering bouts o f seasickness and contracting smallpox. Due to these illnesses, 
James contemplated abandoning the excursion months early, only to eventually decide to 
stay until the end. Later, however, he would say that when winter came or a rain storm 
began, he recalled the beautiful Amazon. Shortly after returning to Harvard he became ill 
again in 1867 and went to Germany with hopes o f  improving his condition. It was here
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that James was introduced to the new science o f psychology, attending lectures by such 
notable figures as Emil du Bois-Reymond, Hermann von Helmholtz, and Wilhelm 
Wundt. He again returned to medical school and finally received his M.D. in 1869. 
(Richardson, 2006)
America’s Gilded Age began after the Civil War in the early 1870’s, the term 
being coined by Mark Twain with the publication o f his book, The Gilded Age: A Tale of 
Today, in 1873. It was a period of extreme economic and population growth with millions 
o f immigrants coming to America from a very diverse range o f countries, many seeking a 
better life and economic prosperity. Instead, most immigrants ended up working long 
hours in factories for very low wages with no rights or benefits. Thanks to this major 
influx o f cheap labor America became the world’s leading supplier o f  such things as 
livestock, fuel, and textiles as the economy boomed. The economic policy was one o f 
laissez-faire, meaning that the government stood back and allowed businesses to be run 
however the owners saw fit. Furthermore, Labor unions began springing up all over 
America, trying to aid the many workers who were being mistreated by the companies for 
which they worked. The Gilded Age also became dominated by the scientific thought of 
the day. Religion began to become less important as people were enthralled in the new 
scientific theories and discoveries that came to light during this time. (Cashman, 1984)
What is now called the Gilded Age began as William James was turning 30 years 
o f age and graduating from medical school (Cashman, 1984). As a result, his own 
personal ideals were affected by the times, and his works and actions affected the age 
itself and have continued to be influential today. Throughout much o f James’s life, he 
was very ill and suffered from many different symptoms. His brother Henry James wrote 
on his brother’s poor health, “My brother’s health has small fluctuations o f better and 
worse, but maintains steadily a rather lowly level.” (Richardson, 2006) William, whose 
symptoms were not only physical, but also mental, constantly turned to medical 
treatments. Yet, he also read pieces o f philosophy as well as works on the new science of 
psychology. And, although James would usually complain about his physical ailments, it 
was his mental peace that he would usually comment on while in a rare state o f good 
health, “Feeling my mind so cleared up and restored to sanity. It is the difference between 
death and life.”
James most definitely was in harmony with the attitude o f the Gilded Age by 
being very scientific and analytical, but his interest in philosophy and psychology shows 
his concern with things that were outside o f the realm o f scientific understanding. This is 
further supported by James’s lifelong investigations with mysticism, possibly an attempt 
to make religion slightly more important to the times in which he lived. However, being 
true to his scientific mind, he even approached these as experiments and came to the 
conclusion that mystical revelations only held true for the person who experienced them 
(Gale, 1999). His desire to make religion a larger part o f the Gilded Age is shown when 
he says, “I think his [Hegel’s] philosophy will probably have an important influence on 
the development o f our liberal form of Christianity. It gives a quasi metaphysic back­
bone which this theology has always been in need of.” (Richardson, 2006) This illustrates 
James’s affinity for religion, despite his being a very scientifically oriented person. This 
is most likely due to the fact that his father, being a theologian, raised William and his 
siblings with a strong religious background. His love o f science can also be seen by his 
embodiment o f another Gilded Age characteristic.
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William James, at many times in his life, showed a sense o f adventure common in 
the Gilded Age. In 1865, during his first year o f medical school, James, despite always 
being in poor health and never really favoring working in the field, decided to go on an 
eight month expedition on the Amazon River with Louis Agassiz, the world’s foremost 
skeptic o f  Darwin’s theory o f evolution at the time. Though James became ill very early 
on in the trip, after his health improved he became a great asset to the trip, helping to 
collect many specimens and even going off on a canoe through the tributaries o f the 
Amazon. He reported home saying, “My health at present is probably better than it ever 
was in my life . . .  I never felt in better spirits, nor more satisfied than I do now with the 
way in which I am spending my time. I feel that I am gaining a great deal in every way.” 
(Richardson, 2006) This shows another great divide in William James, this time between 
the life o f an academic and that o f  an adventurer (Gale, 1999). Throughout James’s entire 
life, he read and studied, rarely doing much physical activity. However, being a product 
o f the Gilded Age, James respected the robust adventure attitude o f  the times and it is 
possible that he tried to experience this despite being more o f an academic himself. His 
trip with Agassiz seems to be uncharacteristic o f  James, but in reality it worked perfectly 
for him, being an adventures journey and a scientific expedition at the same time. James 
even commented on the fact that he seemed to be growing intellectually, despite the lack 
o f books he could read. He also came to admire Agassiz as a great educator, writing 
home saying, “He has done me much good already and will evidently do me more before 
I have got through with him.” (Richardson, 2006) Connecting these two sides o f himself 
may be why James felt that his health was the best it had ever been in his life (Gale,
1999). This could also explain why, in his later life, James would go to Europe if he felt 
ill in order to improve his health. These trips, as well, showed an adventurous side to him 
and an academic, since he usually was attending lectures and classes on topics that 
interested him.
After James received his M.D. in  1869 he fell into a deep bout of depression that 
he called “soul sickness.” This started with his back giving out on his twenty-eighth 
birthday and bringing about, what he termed as, a “moral collapse” (Richardson, 2006). 
Later that year, he learned o f the death o f his favorite cousin, Minnie Temple, due to an 
illness. This was a defining moment in James’s life, as it sent him into a two year 
depression and challenged his beliefs on free will. As he watched Minnie’s condition 
worsen as she became weaker, thinner, and unable to sleep, despite her resilient attitude, 
he suffered a crisis because her condition directly opposed his belief that people can 
control their lives. On February 1,1870, a few days after meeting with an ill Minnie, 
James wrote in his diary, “Today I about touched bottom, and perceive plainly that I must 
face the choice with open eyes: shall I frankly throw the moral business overboard. . .  or 
shall I follow it, and it alone, making everything else merely stuff for it?” (Richardson, 
2006) What James means by the “moral business” is his belief that even after all that 
happens to people, they are still able to “will” and to choose their own paths in life. This 
quote from his diary shows that Minnie’s worsening condition caused James to rethink 
his personal philosophy. Being almost forced to accept the idea that people are powerless 
in their lives, he became haunted by this idea. This was the beginning o f James’s step into 
philosophy, as he started questioning the workings o f the world and creating his own 
beliefs about life. This life crisis was also the precursor to his famous essay, “The Will to
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that James was introduced to the new science o f psychology, attending lectures by such 
notable figures as Emil du Bois-Reymond, Hermann von Helmholtz, and Wilhelm 
Wundt. He again returned to medical school and finally received his M.D. in 1869. 
(Richardson, 2006)
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livestock, fuel, and textiles as the economy boomed. The economic policy was one o f 
laissez-faire, meaning that the government stood back and allowed businesses to be run 
however the owners saw fit. Furthermore, Labor unions began springing up all over 
America, trying to aid the many workers who were being mistreated by the companies for 
which they worked. The Gilded Age also became dominated by the scientific thought of 
the day. Religion began to become less important as people were enthralled in the new 
scientific theories and discoveries that came to light during this time. (Cashman, 1984)
What is now called the Gilded Age began as William James was turning 30 years 
o f age and graduating from medical school (Cashman, 1984). As a result, his own 
personal ideals were affected by the times, and his works and actions affected the age 
itself and have continued to be influential today. Throughout much o f James’s life, he 
was very ill and suffered from many different symptoms. His brother Henry James wrote 
on his brother’s poor health, “My brother’s health has small fluctuations o f better and 
worse, but maintains steadily a rather lowly level.” (Richardson, 2006) William, whose 
symptoms were not only physical, but also mental, constantly turned to medical 
treatments. Yet, he also read pieces o f philosophy as well as works on the new science of 
psychology. And, although James would usually complain about his physical ailments, it 
was his mental peace that he would usually comment on while in a rare state of good 
health, “Feeling my mind so cleared up and restored to sanity. It is the difference between 
death and life.”
James most definitely was in harmony with the attitude o f the Gilded Age by 
being very scientific and analytical, but his interest in philosophy and psychology shows 
his concern with things that were outside o f the realm o f scientific understanding. This is 
further supported by James’s lifelong investigations with mysticism, possibly an attempt 
to make religion slightly more important to the times in which he lived. However, being 
true to his scientific mind, he even approached these as experiments and came to the 
conclusion that mystical revelations only held true for the person who experienced them 
(Gale, 1999). His desire to make religion a larger part o f the Gilded Age is shown when 
he says, “1 think his [Hegel’s] philosophy will probably have an important influence on 
the development o f our liberal form of Christianity. It gives a quasi metaphysic back­
bone which this theology has always been in need of.” (Richardson, 2006) This illustrates 
James’s affinity for religion, despite his being a very scientifically oriented person. This 
is most likely due to the fact that his father, being a theologian, raised William and his 
siblings with a strong religious background. His love of science can also be seen by his 
embodiment o f  another Gilded Age characteristic.
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the life o f an academic and that o f an adventurer (Gale, 1999). Throughout James’s entire 
life, he read and studied, rarely doing much physical activity. However, being a product 
o f the Gilded Age, James respected the robust adventure attitude o f the times and it is 
possible that he tried to experience this despite being more o f  an academic himself. His 
trip with Agassiz seems to be uncharacteristic o f James, but in reality it worked perfectly 
for him, being an adventures journey and a scientific expedition at the same time. James 
even commented on the fact that he seemed to be growing intellectually, despite the lack 
o f books he could read. He also came to admire Agassiz as a great educator, writing 
home saying, “He has done me much good already and will evidently do me more before 
I have got through with him.” (Richardson, 2006) Connecting these two sides o f himself 
may be why James felt that his health was the best it had ever been in his life (Gale,
1999). This could also explain why, in his later life, James would go to Europe if he felt 
ill in order to improve his health. These trips, as well, showed an adventurous side to him 
and an academic, since he usually was attending lectures and classes on topics that 
interested him.
After James received his M.D. in  1869 he fell into a deep bout o f depression that 
he called “soul sickness.” This started with his back giving out on his twenty-eighth 
birthday and bringing about, what he termed as, a “moral collapse” (Richardson, 2006). 
Later that year, he learned o f the death o f his favorite cousin, Minnie Temple, due to an 
illness. This was a defining moment in James’s life, as it sent him into a two year 
depression and challenged his beliefs on free will. As he watched Minnie’s condition 
worsen as she became weaker, thinner, and unable to sleep, despite her resilient attitude, 
he suffered a crisis because her condition directly opposed his belief that people can 
control their lives. On February 1,1870, a few days after meeting with an ill Minnie, 
James wrote in his diary, “Today I about touched bottom, and perceive plainly that I must 
face the choice with open eyes: shall I frankly throw the moral business overboard . . .  or 
shall I follow it, and it alone, making everything else merely stuff for it?” (Richardson, 
2006) What James means by the “moral business” is his belief that even after all that 
happens to people, they are still able to “will” and to choose their own paths in life. This 
quote from his diary shows that Minnie’s worsening condition caused James to rethink 
his personal philosophy. Being almost forced to accept the idea that people are powerless 
in their lives, he became haunted by this idea. This was the beginning of James’s step into 
philosophy, as he started questioning the workings o f the world and creating his own 
beliefs about life. This life crisis was also the precursor to his famous essay, “The Will to
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Believe,” which was not published until 1897, but had its makings in the questioning that 
James went through in response to Minnie’s illness and deterioration.
In 1872, James’s period o f “soul sickness” finally ended with a job offer from 
Charles W. Eliot, the President o f Harvard University, to teach physiology. James 
accepted this position as professor mainly because he had not yet done much to make a 
living for himself and he did not want to become a burden to his family. His eyes, 
however, were giving him trouble so he hired students to read to him so that his own 
intellect would not suffer. He began teaching in the spring semester o f 1873 and, at first, 
did not enjoy it, writing to a friend, “Dealing with students is a queer thing, there is no 
rebound to them. You say your say and they depart in silence.” This attitude towards 
teaching, however, was very short lived, with James writing to his brother Henry in mid- 
February, “My own spirits are very good as 1 have got some things rather straightened out 
in my mind lately, and this external responsibility and college work agree with human 
nature better than lonely self-culture.” (Richardson, 2006) This quote shows that James’s 
decision to teach was a major turning point in his life, as it effectively ended his major 
depression which had lasted slightly over two years. He never again had a depression that 
lasted nearly as long as that one. Towards the end o f the semester, James informed Eliot 
that he had every intention o f continuing to teach and would even like to offer more 
courses for the next semester. His life now had meaning and he was constantly in contact 
with young, bright minds and now enjoyed a position o f power not only in the class 
room, but over his own life too. At the end o f  the term, though, James took a must needed 
rest, his first term o f  teaching being the first regular work he had ever done in his life. But 
James was thankful for the new love he had found in teaching, although he was now 
unsure o f what to teach. Then, in the summer, between terms, James’s health took a turn 
for the worse and he decided to take off the first semester and go abroad to Germany to 
improve his health. It was here where he properly discovered the new science of 
psychology, which he would help promote in America for the remainder o f his academic 
life.
While planning to go abroad, James had an urgent feeling about the trip, placing 
much hope in it to improve his health. He wrote to Henry, “I feel that I must get well now 
or give up. It seems as if 1 should too -  for nothing remains but this goddamned weakness 
o f nerve now.” (Richardson, 2006) The weather in Europe did nothing for his health but 
only made him want to return to teaching. While in Germany though, he heard much 
about a new science called psychology and, upon returning to America, began studying it. 
James returned to America in April o f 1874 and that fall began teaching physiology 
again. During this time, he began petitioning to be able to teach a course in psychology. 
Finally in the fall semester o f 1876, he began teaching a course in “Physiological 
Psychology” (Richardson, 2006). This began James’s work to create a Psychology 
department at Harvard and by 1880, Granville Stanley Hall had graduated with a Ph.D. in 
Philosophy (however, it is widely accepted that this degree was a Doctorate in 
Psychology). James then went on to write The Principals of Psychology in 1890, the first 
major book on the science o f psychology. He also set up the first psychology laboratory 
in America at Harvard once he had established a fully recognized psychology department 
there. He did much to support psychology and was a founding member o f  the American 
Psychological Association (APA) and its president for a year.
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Finally, another field that James did much to build up was the field o f  philosophy. 
He did much to support and expound upon the philosophy o f pragmatism, the only true 
American philosophy, and was the leading figure in the pragmatic movement. James’s 
philosophical writing became popular with his publication, “The Will to Believe,” in 
1897. In this, he discusses how people are able to choose to believe in things, using 
religion as his main example. He also defines what makes something an option, showing 
how some “choices” aren’t really choices at all. James’s form of pragmatism was very 
attractive to many people because o f  the feeling o f control and independence it brought 
about, seeming very “American” in a way. James was also very optimistic in a time when 
many philosophers and writers were condemning the Gilded Age and writing about how 
it was the beginning o f  America’s downfall, James seemed very certain that things were 
not that bad and would get better no matter what (McDermott, 1977). James’s pluralistic 
ideas also helped make his philosophy attractive and his belief that order came about by 
accident supported his optimistic views that the world would be fine. However, he did 
criticize the commercial values of the Gilded Age, claiming that they distracted people 
from what really caused joy i.e., a person’s inner virtues. Ultimately though, William 
James’s philosophy o f pragmatism was a philosophy founded on Gilded Age ideals 
making it a natural “American” way o f thought.
The role William James played in the Gilded Age was momentous, playing a 
crucial role in the science o f psychology becoming popular in America. His beliefs were 
very much in line with those o f the Gilded Age, his concern with usefulness and his 
optimism being only a few o f the traits he shared with the age in which he lived. His 
philosophy of pragmatism became a very popular way o f thought as his ideas helped to 
shape the country at a very interesting time in its history. His influences are still felt even 
today, as psychology has become a very popular science and the ideals o f pragmatism are 
still seen in American attitudes in the present time.
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IV
An Outsider’s Campaign:
Ross Perot’s Impact on Presidential Politics
By Kevin Prendergast ‘10
“Over the past two decades, presidential politics has become a blood sport reserved for 
the paid professionals; there is no room for amateurs anymore, no storefront headquarters 
staffed with volunteers, no buttons, no bumper stickers. Into this cynical world of 
negative TV spots and staged sound bites, Perot marched in to announce, in effect, ‘This 
is America. We don’t have to take their candidates, we can nominate our own.’ What 
Perot has tapped is the spirit o f volunteerism that so entranced Tocqueville 150 years ago, 
the this-is-a-new-land-and-we-can-do-anything ethos that once defined the national 
character.”1 -  Time Magazine (25 May 1992)
In the 1992 presidential election, Henry Ross Perot amassed the second highest 
percentage o f the national popular vote by a third-party candidate in the twentieth 
century, second only to Theodore Roosevelt’s Progressive Party campaign in 1912. His 
19,742,267 votes amounted to roughly 18.9 percent o f the 104 million votes cast in the 
presidential election that year.2 To build up a base o f almost twenty million voters would 
have been an extraordinary accomplishment for any politician, let alone an inexperienced 
Texas businessman such as Perot. He decided, in February 1992, to run for president as 
an independent candidate, funding his entire campaign with his own money. Yet, on 
November 3,1992, a little more than eight months after initially announcing his intention 
to campaign for the presidency, Perot made history as one o f the most successful 
candidates in history. Reflecting upon Perot’s place in history, political scientist, Jeffrey 
Koch, writes, “H. Ross Perot’s 1992 presidential candidacy represents one o f the most 
serious third party challenges in American political history.”3 Perot’s campaign was one 
that appealed to disillusioned voters, who were tired o f the same old faces in Washington 
-  those corrupt, wasteful, and untrustworthy politicians.4 However, during the course of
1 Priscilla Painton and W alter Shapiro, “H e’s Ready, But is Am erica Ready for President Perot?” Time 
Magazine, May 2 5 ,1 9 9 2 , 30.
2 Eric M. Applem an, “Electoral Vote M aps for 1992 and 1996,” The George W ashington University — 
Dem ocracy in Action, h ttp ://w w .gw u.edu /~ action /m aps9296 .h tm l.
3 Jeffrey Koch, “The Perot C andidacy and Attitudes toward Governm ent and Politics” Political Research 
Quarterly Vol. 5 1 ,N o. 1 (M arch 1998), 141.
* Ibid, 145.
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running his eight month campaign, Ross Perot would come to make a lasting, positive 
impact on presidential politics.
It was the perfect time for a reform-minded candidate, such as Perot, to enter the 
political landscape. After the successful expulsion of Iraqi forces from Kuwait in the 
G ulf War in 1991, President George H.W. Bush’s approval rating went into freefall. It 
slipped to an abysmal 29 percent in July and August 1992.5 So, the stage was set for an 
outsider to have a good chance at the presidency, with such an unpopular president 
looking for a second term. Meanwhile, the country was facing a severe recession, with 
the average annual unemployment rate in 1992 at 7.5 percent, the highest such rate since 
1983.6 Also, the U.S. federal budget deficit for fiscal year 1992 reached an all-time high 
o f S290.3 billion.7 The Bush administration had incurred a substantial amount o f public 
debt and had failed to avert a severe recession. Thus, Americans were losing their jobs, 
losing their money, and, most importantly, losing their faith in government. As political 
scientist Howard J. Gold writes, “Perot was able to capitalize on a widespread frustration 
with the status quo and with government in particular”.8 Because Perot was an incredibly 
successful businessman, it was thought that he was the right man to help bring some 
economic stability to the country. “And, as much o f  the post-election analysis states, the 
1992 election was fought within the context o f an economy perceived to be in decline.”9
When Ross Perot “unofficially” entered the presidential race on February 20, 
1992, he told CNN’s Larry King Live audience, “No. 1 ,1 will not run as either a 
Democrat or Republican, because I will not sell out to anybody but to the American 
people, and I will sell out to them. No. 2, if...you, the people, are that serious, you 
register me in 50 states, and if you're not willing to organize and do that -  then this is all 
just talk”.10 1Thus, Perot issued a challenge to all of his potential supporters to put his 
name on the ballot in every state in an attempt to make his campaign legitimate and 
meaningful, or he would not run for president. Almost instantly, thousands o f Ross Perot 
supporters from all across the country set up organizing committees to attempt to get 
Perot’s name on each state’s ballot. The campaign instantly received an unprecedented 
surge in attention, particularly for a third party candidate. For instance, by early June 
1992, Perot had an eight percentage point lead over incumbent president, George H.W. 
Bush, and a fourteen percentage point lead over Democratic Party nominee, Bill Clinton, 
in the nationwide Gallup Poll. According to The New York Times, which broke the story, 
“No previous independent or third party candidate has ever placed second, much less 
first, in nearly six decades o f Gallup's nationwide polling for President”."  Thus, in less 
than four months o f campaigning, Ross Perot had accumulated the type o f support that
5 Frank Newport, “Bush Job Approval at 28% , Lowest o f  His Adm inistration,” Gallup, Inc.,
http://www .gallup.com / poIl/106426/Bush-Job-Approval-28-Lowest-Adm inistration.aspx.
6 Bureau o f  Labor Statistics, “ W here Can I Find the Unem ployment Rate for Previous Y ears,” U.S. 
Departm ent o f  Labor -  Bureau o f  Labor Statistics, http://www .bls.gov/cps/prev_yrs.htm .
7 U.S. Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget, “Budget o f  the United States Governm ent: Fiscal Y ear 2009 -  
H istorical Tables,” Executive Office o f  the President o f  the United States, 
http://w w w .gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdf/hist.pdf.
8 H ow ard J. Gold, “Third Party Voting in Presidential Elections: A  Study o f  Perot, Anderson, and W allace” 
Political Research Quarterly Vol. 48, No. 4 (Dec. 1995), 755.
’ ibid, 762.
10 Jan Hoffm an, “TELEVISION: Larry King, Kingm aker to the Polls” The New York Times, June 28 ,1992 .
11 The N ew  Y ork Tim es Staff, “The 1992 CAM PAIGN: On the Trail, Poll G ives Perot a C lear Lead” The 
New York Times, June 1 1 ,1992.
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could win him the election in November. However, Perot was not a typical candidate and 
the remaining five months would be anything but politics as usual.
In July 1992, Ross Perot would come to change the landscape o f the campaign yet 
again. However, it was not the type o f change that he or his supporters wanted. On July 
16,1992, Ross Perot decided to end his presidential candidacy. He did so extremely 
abruptly, citing the resurgence o f the Democratic Party and his increasingly improbable 
chance at winning the November election as his reasons why he decided to end his 
seemingly successful campaign. His most important concern was that “he feared that a 
three-way contest would have to be decided in January by the House o f  Representatives, 
a prospect he called disruptive to the country” 12. There were some legitimate grounds to 
this notion that none o f the candidates would be able to attain the majority of the 
electorate necessary to win. And, if this happened and the election went to the U.S. 
House o f Representatives, Perot would surely lose. For, in other words, “even if a third- 
party or independent candidate did become eligible for election by the House, a 
legislative body dominated by Democrats and Republicans would be unlikely to turn to 
an independent.” 13 Perot supporters were shocked, as were his two main opponents. 
However, Perot did what he felt was the proper thing to do, something that put the 
country’s best interests before his own personal ambitions. In Perot’s own words, 
“People can say anything they want to say. . . I  am trying to do what's right for my 
country. Now that probably makes me odd in your eyes, but that’s what I'm trying to 
do”.14 Despite the fact that Perot did what he felt was right, this withdrawal from the 
campaign permanently damaged his credibility as a legitimate candidate for the office of 
the presidency, both in 1992 and in his subsequent campaign in 1996. According to 
political analyst Eleanor Clift, it is only natural, in this situation, to wonder “what might 
have been had he not acted so impetuously last July. Only three weeks before he 
withdrew, some polls showed him leading in a three-way race”.15 Although Perot 
decided to re-enter the race on October 1,1992, just thirty three days before Election 
Day, his chances at the presidency had decreased dramatically. However, his opportunity 
to incite some changes in presidential politics and the country were far from over.
Throughout the course o f Perot’s run at the presidency, he chose to campaign his 
own way. He refused to subscribe to politics as usual, because that was the very 
institution which he was battling so fervently. There were many ways in which Perot’s 
campaign was ground-breaking, because o f  his unique way o f  thinking and leading his 
campaign. Also, there were a number o f precedents which he set and ideas which he 
brought to the forefront o f political issues. Ross Perot felt that it was the people who 
owned this country, not politicians. He made the call to “go back to what this country is 
supposed to be about. The voters own this country”.16 Thus, in keeping with this motto,
12 Steven A. Holmes, “AT TH E GRASS ROOTS -  ROSS PERO T: Perot Says Dem ocratic Surge Reduced 
Prospect” The New York Times, July 17,1992 .
13 Paul R. Abramson, John H. Aldrich, Phil Paolino, David W. Rohde, “Third-Party and Independent 
Candidates in Am erican Politics: W allace, Anderson, and Perot” Political Science Quarterly Vol. 110, No. 
3 (A utum n 1995), 352.
"Ibid.
15 E leanor Clift, “Perot: Pulling the Race Out o f  the M ud” Newsweek, October 26 ,1992 .
16 “Newsm aker: Ross Perot, September 24 ,1 9 9 6  T ranscript,” Online N ew sH our Interview with Jim  Lehrer 
-  Public Broadcasting Service, http://www .pbs.org/new shour/bb/election/septem ber96/perot_sues_9- 
24.htm l.
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Perot wanted to end the rhetoric and loftiness o f political speech. He wanted to convey 
his ideas and message to the people clearly, rather than hide his true message behind 
negative advertisements and political attacks. Perot demonstrated that
“voters yearned for information on candidates without having to sift it through the 
traditional filter o f the news media. His use o f  talk shows and the consistently 
high ratings o f his 30-minute and hour long commercials indicated a voter 
preference for direct communication from the candidate, for substance over 
attacks or mawkish advertisements.”17
He used his now renowned thirty minute television advertisements to convey his ideas to 
the voters. Perot did his best to show what he thought was wrong with the system 
through charts, graphs, and other forms o f  statistical evidence. In his “infomercial” style 
format, Perot would bring his message across to the listener in a way that differed from 
that o f all professional politicians o f his time. It seems that there was something 
attractive about a candidate who would spend large amounts o f time and money 
explaining his potential policies to all o f those willing to listen, because Perot’s 
commercials often fared very well in their Nielsen television ratings.
It was during these commercials that Ross Perot would convey his distinct 
message o f reform in government. Often, politicians will express a message o f change, 
but few are willing to go as far as Perot was, in calling for and composing policy changes 
that would incite such massive, identifiable change in the way government is run.
Perhaps the policy that he most wanted to see adopted was the balancing of the federal 
budget. Perot saw the need for a balanced federal budget, especially in the context o f his 
time. The U.S. government had been operating in a budget deficit since 1969 and had not 
witnessed two consecutive budget surpluses since 1956 and 1957.18 Thus, Perot knew 
the potentially devastating ramifications o f  allowing severe long-term debt at the national 
level to occur. Throughout the course o f his campaign, Perot vehemently advocated a 
balanced budget amendment to the U.S. Constitution. A balanced budget amendment bill 
was proposed to both the Senate and the House o f Representatives in 1982, but the bill 
failed to attain the two-thirds majority in the House, so it faded into relative obscurity 
until Perot’s 1992 campaign.19 20Although such an amendment has yet to be passed by 
Congress, Ross Perot’s call for a balanced budget was noticed by many in the federal 
government. After being elected president in 1992, Bill Clinton adopted this proposal 
and instituted the desire for a balanced budget into his policy-making. By 1998, Clinton 
finally achieved a federal budget surplus, the first in nearly thirty years. Clinton would
17 Steven A. H olm es, “THE 1992 ELECTIONS: D ISA PP O IN T M E N T -N E W S  ANALYSIS An Eccentric, 
but N o Joke; Perot’s Strong Showing Raises Questions On W hat Might Have Been, and Might Be” The 
New York Times, N ovem ber 5, 1992.
I! U.S. Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget, “Budget o f  the United States Governm ent: Fiscal Y ear 2009 -  
Historical T ables,” Executive Office o f  the President o f  the United States, 
h ttp://w w w .gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdf/hist.pdf.
19 “S.J. Res. 1 -  Balanced Budget Constitutional A m endm ent,” U.S. Senate Republican Policy Com mittee, 
http://www .senate.gOv/~rpc/releases/l 997/v5 .htm.
20 U.S. Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget, “Budget o f  the United States Government: Fiscal Y ear 2009 -  
Historical Tables,” Executive O ffice o f  the President o f  the United States, 
http://www .gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdf/ hist.pdf.
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subsequently achieve a federal budget surplus during the next three fiscal years. 
Therefore, although Perot never made it into the Oval Office, his influence did, through 
the policies which he advocated.
In promoting such tight money management at the federal level, Perot wanted 
government officials to act frugally and to not rely on special interests along the 
campaign trail. He modeled this ideal throughout his 1992 campaign. Perot, a life-long 
businessman, wanted to run the government much like an efficient business, without 
much o f the wasteful pork barrel spending and corruption that plagued it for years. Also, 
when campaigning, as a result o f the need for a vast amount o f  money to fund a 
campaign, many presidential candidates accept money from special interest groups, 
advocacy groups, and other influential people to enable them to run a successful 
campaign. However, Perot believed that this was unethical, because it created immense 
pressure on the candidate to cater to or to return the favor to these benefactors once 
elected to the office. Perot strongly supported campaign finance reform, which, although 
it is often mentioned by politicians today, remains an issue that politicians choose to 
avoid. Even in 2005, some thirteen years after his first presidential candidacy, Perot 
continues to speak out against the corruption in Washington, particularly against that 
along the campaign trail. Perot, as he did in 1992, continues to push forth “His central 
m essage-that Washington remains in thrall to "checkbook lobbyists" who buy favored 
treatment through campaign contributions and gifts to lawmakers [which] resonates with 
most Americans at a time when leaders o f both parties are dragging their feet on political- 
reform legislation”.21 Perot chose to spend $63.5 million o f his own fortune on his 1992 
presidential campaign, rather than allow his campaign to be tainted by contributions from 
organizations with their own personal agendas at heart.22 23
Perot’s financing o f his presidential campaign through his own personal fortune 
made a powerful impression upon many people. It was an appealing idea to think that a 
candidate would deny funds from those who did not have the country’s best interests at 
heart and that such a third party candidate would not be using up monetary grants from 
the Federal Election Commission. The success o f this former businessman in the 1992 
election incited a number o f similarly successful men to follow Perot’s lead. Although 
there have always been wealthy, successful businessmen who have turned their attention 
from the corporate world to the political world in United States history, Perot sparked a 
new wave o f such figures. Such men as Michael Bloomberg, the current Mayor o f New 
York City, Jon Corzine, the current Governor o f New Jersey, and Mitt Romney, the 
former Governor o f Massachusetts, have all used their own personal assets in funding 
their respective campaigns. However, none o f these three men have gone as far as Ross 
Perot as to run their campaigns as a reform-minded independent candidate. Perot “ran as 
an independent, engaged in highly unorthodox campaign tactics, refused federal 
subsidies, and spent over $60 million o f his own”. However, each o f the three aligned 
themselves with one o f the two major parties when running for their respective office. 
Nonetheless, Perot’s influence in stimulating this rise in former businessmen turned 
politicians cannot be denied.
21 Dan Goodgam e, “This Time, Perot W ants a Party” Time Magazine, February 17,2005 .
22 Globe Staff, “Rom ney Spent $42.3M o f  Own M oney" The Boston G lobe, February 21 ,2008 .
23 H oward J. Gold, “Third Party Voting in Presidential Elections: A Study o f  Perot, Anderson, and 
W allace” Polilical Research Quarterly Vol. 48, No. 4 (Dec. 1995), 751.
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Perot wanted to end the rhetoric and loftiness o f  political speech. He wanted to convey 
his ideas and message to the people clearly, rather than hide his true message behind 
negative advertisements and political attacks. Perot demonstrated that
“voters yearned for information on candidates without having to sift it through the 
traditional filter o f the news media. His use o f talk shows and the consistently 
high ratings o f his 30-minute and hour long commercials indicated a voter 
preference for direct communication from the candidate, for substance over 
attacks or mawkish advertisements.”17
He used his now renowned thirty minute television advertisements to convey his ideas to 
the voters. Perot did his best to show what he thought was wrong with the system 
through charts, graphs, and other forms o f  statistical evidence. In his “infomercial” style 
format, Perot would bring his message across to the listener in a way that differed from 
that o f all professional politicians o f his time. It seems that there was something 
attractive about a candidate who would spend large amounts o f time and money 
explaining his potential policies to all o f those willing to listen, because Perot’s 
commercials often fared very well in their Nielsen television ratings.
It was during these commercials that Ross Perot would convey his distinct 
message o f  reform in government. Often, politicians will express a message o f change, 
but few are willing to go as far as Perot was, in calling for and composing policy changes 
that would incite such massive, identifiable change in the way government is run.
Perhaps the policy that he most wanted to see adopted was the balancing o f the federal 
budget. Perot saw the need for a balanced federal budget, especially in the context o f his 
time. The U.S. government had been operating in a budget deficit since 1969 and had not 
witnessed two consecutive budget surpluses since 1956 and 1957.18 Thus, Perot knew 
the potentially devastating ramifications o f  allowing severe long-term debt at the national 
level to occur. Throughout the course o f his campaign, Perot vehemently advocated a 
balanced budget amendment to the U.S. Constitution. A balanced budget amendment bill 
was proposed to both the Senate and the House o f Representatives in 1982, but the bill 
failed to attain the two-thirds majority in the House, so it faded into relative obscurity 
until Perot’s 1992 campaign.19 20Although such an amendment has yet to be passed by 
Congress, Ross Perot’s call for a balanced budget was noticed by many in the federal 
government. After being elected president in 1992, Bill Clinton adopted this proposal 
and instituted the desire for a balanced budget into his policy-making. By 1998, Clinton 
finally achieved a federal budget surplus, the first in nearly thirty years. Clinton would
17 Steven A. Holmes, “THE 1992 ELECTIONS: DISA PPOIN TM ENT -  NEW S ANALYSIS An Eccentric, 
but No Joke; Perot’s Strong Showing Raises Questions On W hat Might Have Been, and M ight Be” The 
New York Times, N ovem ber 5 ,1 992 .
18 U.S. Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget, “Budget o f  the United States Governm ent: Fiscal Y ear 2009 -  
Historical T ables,” Executive Office o f  the President o f  the United States, 
http://w w w .gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdf/hist.pdf.
15 “S.J. Res. 1 -  Balanced Budget Constitutional A m endm ent,” U.S. Senate Republican Policy Com mittee, 
http://w w w .senate.gov/~rpc/releases/1997/v5.htm .
20 U.S. Office o f  M anagem ent and Budget, “Budget o f  the United States Governm ent: Fiscal Y ear 2009 -  
Historical T ables,” Executive Office o f  the President o f  the United States, 
http://w w w .gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdP hist.pdf.
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subsequently achieve a federal budget surplus during the next three fiscal years. 
Therefore, although Perot never made it into the Oval Office, his influence did, through 
the policies which he advocated.
In promoting such tight money management at the federal level, Perot wanted 
government officials to act frugally and to not rely on special interests along the 
campaign trail. He modeled this ideal throughout his 1992 campaign. Perot, a life-long 
businessman, wanted to run the government much like an efficient business, without 
much o f  the wasteful pork barrel spending and corruption that plagued it for years. Also, 
when campaigning, as a result o f the need for a vast amount o f money to fund a 
campaign, many presidential candidates accept money from special interest groups, 
advocacy groups, and other influential people to enable them to run a successful 
campaign. However, Perot believed that this was unethical, because it created immense 
pressure on the candidate to cater to or to return the favor to these benefactors once 
elected to the office. Perot strongly supported campaign finance reform, which, although 
it is often mentioned by politicians today, remains an issue that politicians choose to 
avoid. Even in 2005, some thirteen years after his first presidential candidacy, Perot 
continues to speak out against the corruption in Washington, particularly against that 
along the campaign trail. Perot, as he did in 1992, continues to push forth “His central 
m essage-that Washington remains in thrall to "checkbook lobbyists" who buy favored 
treatment through campaign contributions and gifts to lawmakers [which] resonates with 
most Americans at a time when leaders o f both parties are dragging their feet on political- 
reform legislation”.21 Perot chose to spend $63.5 million o f his own fortune on his 1992 
presidential campaign, rather than allow his campaign to be tainted by contributions from 
organizations with their own personal agendas at heart.22
Perot’s financing of his presidential campaign through his own personal fortune 
made a powerful impression upon many people. It was an appealing idea to think that a 
candidate would deny funds from those who did not have the country’s best interests at 
heart and that such a third party candidate would not be using up monetary grants from 
the Federal Election Commission. The success o f this former businessman in the 1992 
election incited a number o f similarly successful men to follow Perot’s lead. Although 
there have always been wealthy, successful businessmen who have turned their attention 
from the corporate world to the political world in United States history, Perot sparked a 
new wave o f such figures. Such men as Michael Bloomberg, the current Mayor o f New 
York City, Jon Corzine, the current Governor o f New Jersey, and Mitt Romney, the 
former Governor o f Massachusetts, have all used their own personal assets in funding 
their respective campaigns. However, none o f these three men have gone as far as Ross 
Perot as to run their campaigns as a reform-minded independent candidate. Perot “ran as 
an independent, engaged in highly unorthodox campaign tactics, refused federal 
subsidies, and spent over $60 million of his own”.23 However, each o f the three aligned 
themselves with one of the two major parties when running for their respective office. 
Nonetheless, Perot’s influence in stimulating this rise in former businessmen turned 
politicians cannot be denied.
21 Dan G oodgam e, “This T im e, Perot Wants a Party” Time Magazine, February 17,2005.
22 Globe Staff, “Rom ney Spent $42.3M  o f  Own M oney” The Boston G lobe, February 21 ,2008 .
23 Howard J. Gold, “Third Party Voting in Presidential Elections: A Study o f  Perot, Anderson, and 
W allace” Political Research Quarterly Vol. 48, No. 4 (Dec. 1995), 751.
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It is precisely this personal fortune which Perot used to finance his large-scale 
campaign that gave him instant credibility. He was able to lead a campaign that could 
rival that o f the Democratic and Republican parties.
“To be sure, some o f Mr. Perot's strength must be laid to his own formidable 
resources. Third-party or independent candidates o f  the past could not buy half- 
hours on all three networks as if they were campaign buttons, and they generally 
could not afford to subsidize the effort to get themselves on the ballot in all 50 
states. Mr. Perot could not have done what he did without his own tens of 
millions, as he would be the first to acknowledge.”24
It is this credibility which allowed Perot to fully participate in the presidential political 
process more than any third party candidate in quite a long time. In 1992, Ross Perot 
became the first and only third-party candidate to debate both major-party presidential 
nominees. The three men participated in three nationally-televised debates. It was an 
astonishing feat for Perot to be allowed to participate in the debates. No third-party 
candidate since Perot has been afforded this same opportunity to participate. This 
remarkable achievement is best put into perspective by Dr. Lenora Fulani, a political 
activist, who stated, “I was tickled pink [in 1992] to see Ross up there debating Clinton 
and Bush. Not only did he win the debates in terms o f making the most sense, we all 
won because an independent was up there” .25 Perot fared extremely well in the debates. 
Some political pundits even considered Perot the winner o f  the three debates. As a result 
o f  this strong third-party showing and potential threat to the two major parties, the 
Commission on Presidential Debates has increased the requirements for participation in 
presidential debates by third-party candidates since Perot’s participation in 1992. 
However, Perot’s involvement in the three debates during the 1992 campaign was 
ground-breaking and shows how successful Ross Perot’s candidacy truly was.
Despite all o f the immense strides that Ross Perot made throughout the campaign, 
his presidential hopes did not come to fruition. Although Perot earned nearly twenty 
million votes nationwide and more than five percent o f  the vote in all fifty states, he 
failed to receive any electoral votes. This has been a problem that has plagued third 
parties throughout United States history. The problem remains inherent in the system, as 
“the electoral rules in the United States create barriers that third parties and independent 
candidates have been unable to surmount”26. However, this does not mean that Perot’s 
influence was forgotten after Election Day passed. The two major parties realized the 
immense support that Perot had amassed among people from all walks o f life. Thus, 
there was a calculated effort on the part o f both the Republican and Democratic parties to 
adopt some o f  the policy measures which Perot had advocated so strongly. As both 
parties realized, it was imperative that they try to gain the votes o f this very large portion
24 Steven A. Holmes, “THE 1992 ELECTIO NS: DISA PPO IN TM EN T -  NEW S ANALYSIS An Eccentric, 
but No Joke; Perot’s Strong Showing Raises Q uestions On W hat M ight Have Been, and M ight Be” The 
New York Times, N ovem ber 5 ,1 992 .
25 Sidney Kraus, Televised Presidential Debates and Public Policy, 2nd ed. (M ahwah, NJ: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates, Inc. Publishers, 2000), 202.
26 Paul R. Abramson, John H. Aldrich, Phil Paolino, David W . Rohde, “Third-Party and Independent 
Candidates in Am erican Politics: W allace, A nderson, and Perot” Political Science Quarterly Vol. 110, No. 
3 (Autum n 1995), 349.
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o f the electorate. Better stated, “The larger the vote the third party receives, the greater 
the incentive one or both parties have to respond by trying to capture or recapture backers 
o f the third-party movement”27. By the mid-term elections o f  1994, the Republicans had 
done a much better job in courting the Ross Perot supporters. “The effects on U.S. House 
races beginning in 1994 are plain. Without a strong Perot showing in 1992, it is unlikely 
that the Republicans would have gained the majority in the U.S. House in 1994.”28 Thus, 
the effects o f Perot’s 1992 presidential campaign could be seen for many years to come.
Perot would never receive the same support that he did in 1992. Although he 
would run again in 1996 as the Reform Party candidate, a party which he helped 
organize, he did not receive even close to the same amount o f  widespread support. He 
did end up receiving over eight million votes, with translates to about 8.5 percent o f the 
national popular vote.29 However, he did not have nearly as great o f an impact as before. 
It is widely-recognized that most presidential candidates have only one chance to make 
their mark. That chance is magnified greatly for independent or third party candidates. 
For, as Richard Hofstadter put it: ‘Third parties are like bees; once they have stung, they 
die’”30. Still, the fact remains that Perot did make a positive, noticeable impact on 
presidential politics as a whole. He looked to make politics applicable to everyone.
Perot attempted to make himself easy to understand, trying to simplify politics in his half- 
hour-long television ads. He looked to promote governmental reform, such as fiscal 
responsibility and a balanced federal budget. This private, successful businessman- 
tumed-politician wanted to bring reform from an outsider, one o f the people and his 
influence can be seen in many o f the public officials who have followed that lead. Many 
o f Perot’s positive contributions can be encompassed in Perot’s mantra, “Don’t waste 
your vote on politics as usual”31. It is rare that a third party candidate has been able to 
reach the ears o f so many interested members o f the electorate. But, then again, none of 
these failed third party candidates found them in the circumstances in which Perot did. 
“Some experts say that it will be virtually impossible for a candidate to duplicate Mr. 
Perot's effort unless he has a personal fortune and finds the country once again in such a 
foul mood.”32 Henry Ross Perot was able to incite some change that he saw necessary 
during a time o f great distress in the country. Despite the fact that he never held the 
office which he so desperately sought, his ideas certainly made their way into the 
hallowed halls o f that office. Thus, for that, he should be commended and his influence 
remembered for years to come.
27 W alter J. Stone, Ronald B. Rapoport, “It’s Perot Stupid! The Legacy o f  the 1992 Perot M ovem ent in the 
M ajor-Party System, 1994-2000” PS: Political Science and Politics Vol. 34, No. 1 (M arch 2001), 51.
® Ibid, 56.
19 “  1996 POPU LA R VOTE SUM M ARY FO R  A LL CANDIDATES LISTED ON AT LEA ST ONE 
STA TE BALLOT,” Federal Election Com mission, http://w w w .fec.gov/pubrec/fel996/sum m .htm .
30 W alter J . Stone, Ronald B. Rapoport, “ It’s Perot Stupid! The Legacy o f the 1992 Perot M ovem ent in the 
M ajor-Party System, 1994-2000” PS: Political Science and Politics Vol. 34, No. I (M arch 2001), 51.
31 Paul R. Abramson, John H. Aldrich, Phil Paolino, David W. Rohde, “Third-Party and Independent 
Candidates in American Politics: W allace, Anderson, and Perot” Political Science Quarterly Vol. 110, No. 
3 (A utum n 1995), 354.
32 Steven A. Holmes, “TH E 1992 ELECTIONS: DISA PPOIN TM ENT -  NEW S ANALYSIS A n Eccentric, 
but N o Joke; Perot’s Strong Showing Raises Questions On W hat Might H ave Been, and M ight Be” The 
New York Times, N ovem ber 5 ,1 992 .
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V
Writing about Winston: 
Two Works Compared
By Victoria Valusek ‘10
History records the ebb and flow o f the tide o f human endeavor and whether there 
are lessons to be learned depends primarily upon two factors. The first is the honesty, 
accuracy, and integrity o f  the person recording. The second is the critical 
consideration/sensibility o f the student. Geoffrey Best (Churchill: A Study in Greatness) 
and Paul Addison (Churchill: The Unexpected Hero) have chosen as their subject the life 
o f one o f the most prominent political leaders o f the modem era. The “ebb and flow” 
described by both depict Churchill as not so much riding the tide, but, more or less, 
sloshing around in the surf and despite his efforts at self-destruction Winston Churchill 
(1874-1965) somehow manages to save himself from drowning -  sometimes by sheer 
will-power, but most often by chance.
The self-destruct mechanism both authors ascribe to Churchill is his egomania. 
Not content with being a mere observer or reporter o f events, Churchill unceasingly tries 
to interject/project himself into the center o f  the process. Churchill’s writings such as 
The World Crisis (published in five volumes between 1923 and 1931) and The Second 
World War (published in six volumes between 1948 and 1954) bear out this point. He is 
not a dispassionate, uncommitted bystander. Rather, he has an agenda to serve up, along 
with his opinion. He is that person responsible for the direction o f the “tide,” and to 
ignore his counsel and insight would be to put in peril the ship o f the state.
Geoffrey Best cites five events in Churchill’s life which he believes are the most 
pivotal and critical in Churchill’s personal life and political career. Best’s consideration 
o f these points vis-a-vis Paul Addison’s work makes for an interesting comparison 
chronologically: Clementine Hozier, Gallipoli/Dardanelles, India policy, Prime Minister, 
his first retirement in 1945.1 One might argue against these points and say that to use 
them as the basis for analysis between the two books is unfair to Addison. However, the 
fact is that the points chosen by Best illustrate an “ebb and flow” from high points to 
disastrously low points and the cyclical tides o f history.
Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill was bom on November 30,1874, to Lord and 
Lady Randolph.2 Lord Randolph was a politician in his own right. He was a
1 Geoffrey Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness (London: Ham bledon and London, 2001), 270.
2 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 1 ,3 , & 4; Paul Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2005), 7 & 8.
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Conservative and one time Chancellor of the Exchequer. However, he never achieved his 
hope of becoming Prime Minister o f England.3 He married Jennie Jerome, daughter of a 
wealthy American businessman, in April of 1874.4 Lord Randolph was not much 
involved in his son’s upbringing, but this did not deter Winston’s affection for him.5 His 
father died when Winston was quite young (more on this topic later). In the same year of 
his father’s death, Winston graduated from the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst. 
Following his graduation, he was commissioned to the 4th Hussars, cavalry in 1895.6
After a rather short military career spent for the most part playing polo in India, 
Winston resigned his commission and entered the political arena. In 1900, he was elected 
to Parliament (House o f Commons), for the Conservative seat o f Oldham.7 However, by 
1904, he had deserted the Conservatives and “crossed the floor,” declaring himself for the 
Liberals.8 With this action, his reputation as an “opportunist” was sealed. He did not 
keep the faith and thus, he would never be considered a “sound party man.”9
To this political faithlessness there was a counterbalance in his private life: his 
marriage to Clementine Hozier in September 1908. Although Winston ignored her 
counsel at his own loss, Clementine was a supportive, steadying influence on him. Best 
notes that Winston was always faithful to Clementine.10 Addison, on the other hand, 
while initially stating that Winston was always committed to Clementine and never 
wavered from his steadfastness, intimates otherwise at the end o f his book.11
Churchill’s move to the Liberals in 1904 provided an opportunity for a steady 
political ascendance: Under-Secretary o f State for the Colonies (1905), President o f the 
Board o f Trade (1908), Home Secretary (1910), First Lord o f the Admiralty (1911)12.
It was in this last position which he held from 1911 to 1915 that Churchill suffered his 
first major political setback.
As First Lord o f the Admiralty (head o f the Royal Navy), Churchill embarked on 
a program of modernization in what could aptly be described as a naval arms race with 
Germany. Bigger and better battleships were commissioned; equipment and performance 
improved and a substantial change in personnel practices were instituted.13 While 
Churchill “enormously enjoyed his time in the Admiralty,” he was not wholly committed 
to preserving the traditions o f the Navy which (according to Best) he said were founded 
on “Nelson, rum, buggery, and the lash.”14 Addison reports that Churchill claimed never 
to have said as much, but “wished he had.”15
By the time the nations o f Europe and England felt sufficiently armed to destroy 
each other in 1914, the Royal Navy had been restored to prominence by Churchill. 
However, the German navy was ready for the challenge. As the war progressed Churchill
3 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 4; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 10.
4 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 4 & 5; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 9.
5 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 4.
6 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 9.
I Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 19; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 25.
8 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 21.
9 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 22.; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 34.
10 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 29 & 270.
II Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 244.
12 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 291.
13 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 59-61; Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 44-45.
14 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 45 & 57.
15 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 59.
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became “enthralled by all aspects o f fighting.”16 Not satisfied with managing the 
operations o f the Royal Navy, Churchill attempted to assume military command o f Army 
operations in Antwerp/Ostend, Belgium.17 In what Best graciously describes as one of 
the most “extraordinary communications” by a cabinet member, Churchill offered to 
resign as First Lord and assume command o f the land battle in Belgium (1914).
Churchill was not discouraged when his offer was not accepted. He later wrote in his 
book, The World Crisis, that his operations in Belgium had saved the British 
expeditionary force from disaster. 8 Addison writes that Antwerp “was the moment at 
which Churchill first became associated with disastrous military adventures.” Churchill’s 
biggest blunder was yet to come.19
Britain and its allies, frustrated in their Belgian endeavors, looked for other 
opportunities to continue the battle. The Turkish peninsula Gallipoli and the Dardanelles 
passage (from the Aegean Sea to the Sea o f Marmara then through to the Black Sea) were 
decided upon as points o f attack since in November o f 1914 Turkey had entered the war 
on Germany’s side. Beginning with a successful naval bombardment at Gallipoli and 
then an unsuccessful land attack, enthusiasm and responsibility for the plan began to 
falter.20 Churchill was persistent in his efforts to bring the campaign to a successful 
conclusion, but when the smoke cleared and the British forces soundly defeated, there 
was only one man left standing to take the blame: Churchill (May 15,1915). Churchill 
was removed from his position at the Admiralty and given the “semi-sinecure 
Chancellorship of the Duchy o f Lancaster.”21 Best assesses Churchill’s responsibility in 
the Gallipoli/Dardanelles event as “no greater than the portions o f others involved.”22 
Addison however, provides another explanation o f this event. Although he begins by 
saying that “it was certainly unfair” that all o f the blame was placed on Churchill,
Addison ends by stating that the failure o f  the Gallipoli/Dardanelles campaign really was 
Churchill’s fault:
Churchill’s own egotism and impetuosity were factors...He was 
overconfident of success, trumpeting victory in advance and passionately 
supporting the operation long after most people had written it off.
Gallipoli was a cross to which he nailed himself.23
Politically, Churchill had been severely wounded. He resigned his government 
office and for the next six months was relatively idle. The appointment to the 
Chancellorship (Lancaster) left him without any real authority. As he himself described 
it, “my veins threatened to burst from the fall in pressure.”24 By November 1915, 
Churchill was serving in France in the British army.25 As Best reports, one writer at the 
time chronicled (satirically) Churchill’s decision to enter the army as: “Mr. Winston
16 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 71.
17 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 54 & 55.
18 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 56.
19 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 74.
20 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 76-77.
21 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 70.
22 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 71.
23 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 80-81.
29 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 72.; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 82.
25 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 83.
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Churchill leaves for the front. Panic among the enemy.”26 Addison, on the other hand, is 
being less than complimentary when he notes that Lieutenant Colonel Winston Churchill 
“spent only a hundred days at the front.”27
By May o f  1916, Churchill had resigned his position with the Army. December 
1916 saw a change in government with David Lloyd George as Prime Minister and 
Churchill as Minister o f Munitions, a non-Cabinet post.28 The war came to an end in 
November 1918, bringing with it a new hope for peace. Churchill himself was optimistic 
about his own prospects. He had weathered his worst crisis since coming into politics 
and felt that “he could look forward to further high office.”29
Elections quickly followed the war’s end, establishing Lloyd George’s coalition’s 
control. The political tide was rising for Churchill as Lloyd George appointed him 
Secretary for War and Air.30 Following this, Churchill was appointed Secretary o f State 
for the colonies in 1921. The purview o f this secretaryship was virtually the entire 
British Empire. Until 1922, Churchill labored to keep the Empire intact. When new 
Parliamentary elections were held however, Churchill found himself out o f office.31 He 
would remain out o f office until 1924. When he returned to Parliament, he was no longer 
a Liberal, but a Constitutionalist, a Conservative.32
Stanley Baldwin, the new Conservative Prime Minister o f a Conservative led 
government (no coalition), offered Churchill the Exchequer’s position in the Cabinet he 
formed. As the Exchequer, Churchill would acquit himself quite well.33 Yet, when the 
Conservatives were defeated by Labor in 1929, the latter formed a coalition with Liberals 
and Churchill was out o f the governing coalition.34
Still, a member o f  Parliament, Churchill, although minding his duties as 
representative, had no real influence and so, became a leader of the loyal opposition. 
Personally, he took time to mend his family’s finances with writing newspaper articles 
and books and going on a lecture tour in the United States. Politically, his career was at a 
standstill. There was really no clear direction in which he thought to point himself.35 
Once again in the Conservative fold, Churchill was “viewed as vulgar and 
untrustworthy.”36 Churchill was the self-appointed leader o f a small group of 
Conservatives, “a collection o f long-serving but largely inarticulate backbenchers” -  the 
diehard Tories.37 He was their primary spokesman, but they did not hold him in high 
regard. The primary thrust o f the group’s political agenda was in opposition to the India 
policy being formulated and pursued by the government.38 While as Chancellor o f the 
Exchequer, Churchill was rising on a high tide, his stance on the India policy found him 
wallowing in the neap tide.
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Churchill’s regard o f India and those in India who wished to be free to govern 
themselves was at best a condescending paternalism and at its worst, an unconscionable 
imperialist inspired racism. Churchill did not go out o f the way to denigrate those who 
were not white, but he held many o f the prejudices o f his contemporaries. Social 
Darwinism was one such view prevalent at the time claiming to explain and support 
domination o f  one group over another as some test o f evolutionary process o f social 
development. In particular, Churchill’s regard o f Gandhi was considered by Indians as 
nothing short o f racism. As both Best and Addison note, Churchill in a February 1931 
speech declared: “It is...nauseating to see Mr. Gandhi, a seditious Middle Temple 
lawyer, now posing as a fakir o f a type well known in the East, striding half naked up the 
steps o f the Viceregal Palace, while...conducting a campaign o f civil disobedience.”39 
Haranguing the government about its India policy, using all o f his rhetorical powers, 
Churchill, according to Addison, “looked less like a statesman than a ham actor.”40 
Geoffrey Best describes Churchill’s address to the India Empire Society, an anti-India 
policy group, as “fire-eating.”41 Churchill’s opposition to the India policy not only put 
him in opposition to the government, but also to the leaders o f his own party. Thus, to 
the accusation o f warmonger was added “the diehard white supremacy imperialist.”42 
Fortunately, the issue was laid to rest, at least temporarily in 1935, when the Government 
o f India Bill passed and the matter ceased to be a political point o f debate.43
Churchill had done much to discredit himself in this matter, but somehow he 
managed to survive yet another attempt to take his own political life. He had made more 
enemies than friends in this dreadful showing, but other developments were being 
introduced upon which he could refocus his energies.44 Churchill duly noted the rise o f 
Adolph Hitler. He was also quick to assess the threat o f Nazism and the repression and 
brutality which marked its development and which were two o f its chief characteristics. 
As in 1911, Churchill campaigned vigorously for rearmament and military preparedness. 
He was invited to serve on the Air Defense Committee in 1935.45 The ever increasing 
aggression exhibited by Hitler and his Nazi Party made Churchill’s apocalyptic warnings 
that much more believable. “[I]n public and private he expressed grave forebodings 
about the growing might o f Germany.”46
In 1938, Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain and his conservative party allowed 
Germany to overrun Czechoslovakia. Although Churchill had approved and agreed with 
Chamberlain’s conservative party when it came into control in 1937, Chamberlain’s 
actions at Munich “opened up a chasm between [himself] and Churchill.”47 For 
Churchill, the Munich agreement was “a dishonorable defeat.” As Best writes, Churchill 
warned that the agreement was “only the first slip, the first foretaste o f  a bitter cup which
39 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 135.; Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 133.
40 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 134.
41 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 135.
42 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 136.
43 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 139.
44 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 140-141.
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will be proffered to us year after year unless... we arise again and take our stand for 
freedom.”48
In September 1939 with England at war with Germany, Chamberlain asked 
Churchill to serve in his cabinet as First Lord o f the Admiralty. Churchill threw himself 
into this assignment with all the enthusiasm he had when he first held the position in 
1911, but at this point in time, he was sixty-five years old.49
There was at this time a change “in opposition to Churchill within the political 
elite.”50 In April 1940, Chamberlain extended Churchill’s involvement in war planning 
and direction when he asked him to take charge o f the Military Coordination Committee. 
Pressure was mounting on Chamberlain and his government to produce some positive 
results. When there was a set back involving an operation in Norway, Chamberlain was 
blamed and there was mention that this was Churchill’s second Gallipoli.51 However, the 
political tides had changed for Churchill. Chamberlain’s coalition fell apart as its 
members lost confidence in Chamberlain.
On May 10,1945, Churchill found himself Prime Minister o f  England. Although 
some government members were wary o f his appointment, Churchill approached his 
position with confidence: “I felt as though I were walking with destiny and that all my 
past life has been a preparation for this hour and for this tim e.. .I was sure I should not 
fail.”52 Throughout his premiership which lasted until 1945, Churchill vigorously 
pursued the war, exercising a great deal o f authority over the wartime administration. 
From his staff and the officials of various government committees, he demanded 
efficiency and clear communications. He wanted to be kept up-to-date on the progress o f 
the war at the fronts as well as all other pertinent information such as intelligence and 
technology reports. The relentless work schedule he implemented was intense.
Although, as Addison describes it, Churchill, at times was “a hard taskmaster and a 
bully,” he was never “a despot” and thus, “the machinery for the conduct o f the 
w ar.. .proved highly successful.”53 Best likewise states that Churchill’s handling o f the 
“national war machine,” although harsh in some aspects, “overall and in the long run did 
much more good than harm.”54
In international affairs, Prime Minister Churchill also took a direct and active part. 
Instead o f sending a representative in his place, Churchill attended to diplomatic missions 
himself. As Addison writes, Churchill traveled so often because o f  his “desire to be at 
the scene of the action.”55 In a similar way, Best notes that Churchill traveled to the areas 
o f “dramatic significance” as they appeared necessary.56
In May 1945, as the war in Europe came to an end, Churchill was faced with an 
impending general election. Held in July o f  that year, the general election resulted in a 
major victory for the Labor Party as British society sought a new direction in peacetime. 
With the Conservatives defeated, Churchill, who by this time was seventy years old,
48 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 157.
49 Best, Churchill: A Study in Greatness, 159-160.
50 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 158.
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resigned his position as Prime Minister. This “retirement” marked the fifth major turning 
point in Churchill’s life.57
Although initially very distressed by the defeat, Churchill eventually pulled 
himself together. During the next six years, he served as the Leader o f the Opposition in 
Parliament.58 In this role, he focused on establishing a successful international order.59 
He thus involved himself in the movement for a united Europe and the campaign against 
the further spread o f  Soviet Communism.60 As Addison writes, in these six years 
Churchill was able “to adopt an Olympian role as an elder statesman.”61 Best also points 
this out: “The achievement o f these years was considerable. His continuing activity as a 
statesman with international expertise, respect, and celebrity made him a unique global 
personality.”62
Geoffrey Best’s presentation o f Winston Churchill is probably the more even 
handed and fairer o f the two books examined in this paper. His criticisms are well 
thought-out and overall, the academic import o f this writing makes it a serious resource 
for historians, and even casual readers. On the other hand, Addison’s book falls to a 
completely different area despite the same subject. As is the case with almost any 
biography, there are positives and negatives to be considered and then written about. 
Following this line o f thinking, one would expect some kind o f balance to be struck 
between these positives and the negatives. Yet, in his book on Churchill, Addison 
weighs too far to the negative -  to the point that one feels that he/she is reading a 
celebrity gossip column. There is (hopefully) no doubt that all o f the negative remarks 
about Churchill reported by Addison were uttered or written. However, to collect such 
bitter and at times offensive observations is just not in good taste, at least not for a writer 
o f Addison’s reputation. Not only has he written several essays on Churchill, but he has 
also published a book titled Churchill on the Homefront (1992).63
Another complaint regarding Addison’s work is accuracy. Some factual data is 
hard to find and confirm for historians. However, the date o f Lord Randolph’s 
Churchill’s death does not fall into that category. Early on in his book, Addison states 
that Winston’s father died on January 2 4 ,1886.64 While January 24th is indeed the day 
that Lord Randolph died, the year that Addison supplies is far off the mark. Lord 
Randolph actually died in 1895. Additionally, Addison later remarks that Winston 
Churchill’s death was “sixty years to the day after the death o f Lord Randolph.”65 
Winston Churchill died on January 2 4 ,1965.66 This is neither a publisher’s error nor an 
editor’s oversight. Rather, it is just not good work.
In the end, these two books, Best’s Churchill: A Study in Greatness and 
Addison’s Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, present the life story of Winston Churchill 
in different ways. In Best’s book, the reader sees the person o f Churchill around whom
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the events o f history unfold and Churchill’s sometimes vain attempts to have an effect 
thereupon. In Addison, Churchill is a little man “with feet o f clay” at the periphery of 
events, his egotism driving him into every passing action -  he is alternately victorious or 
miserably failing.67
67 Addison, Churchill: The Unexpected Hero, 254.
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Book Review I
Paddy W hacked: The Untold Story of the Irish American G angster
By T.J. English
Reviewed by Caitlin Eileen Docherty ‘ 12
When thinking o f  the history o f organized crime in America over the past two 
hundred years, for many, the first images to appear in the mind are that o f the infamously 
well known organizations such as the Italian Cosa Nostra, the Russian Mafia and gangs 
such as the Bloods and Crips, as well as the Latin Kings. What most people frequently 
overlook is the ruthless Irish Mob, which boasts the membership o f some o f the most 
dangerous men and women (yes, there were female mobsters) ever to do business in the 
criminal underworld o f  the United States.
T.J. English’s non-fiction book Paddy Whacked: The Untold Story of the Irish 
American Gangster recounts the true story o f the Irish Mob, beginning in the 1800’s 
when “The Great Irish Famine,” the deadly combination of crop failure and exploitation 
under British imperialism which began in 1845 and lasted until 1852, caused a wave of 
Irish immigration to the United States. This influx o f Irish expatriates lasted throughout 
the rest o f the 1800’s and had an enormous impact on American society.
English debunks the misconception that the origin o f mobs in America can be 
solely traced back to that o f the Italian Mafia (aka Cosa Nostra, literally “Our Thing”) of 
the island o f  Sicily. The Irish Mob was centered on a corrupt political machine known as 
the Tammany Society, which provided poor immigrants with food and money in 
exchange for votes. Through the Tammany Society, the Irish had a foothold in American 
politics before any other immigrant group, and their feats in organized crime include 
political corruption, prostitution, bootlegging, breaking/entering, murder for hire, and 
various other less than moral practices.
Formed out o f necessity for food, protection and belonging, the Irish Mob caused 
hell for the predominantly Anglo-Saxon American government. English illustrates the 
lives o f the colorful, although sometimes brutal, Irish gangsters such as John Morrissey, 
Danny Lyon, Danny Driscoll, and Tim Sullivan (to name a few), and makes several 
controversial insinuations about the role of Bobby Kennedy and the Mob in the election 
of President John F. Kennedy. On certain occasions, English seems to try to make up for 
the deplorable acts committed by these mobsters, seemingly feeling empathy for their
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struggles, stating early on in his book that they are simply part o f the lowly people trying 
to make a living in the “brutal, dog-eat-dog reality o f  the American Dream.”
One small detail to be noted is how English often falls prey to the mysterious 
allure o f  the mobsters, romanticizing their lives and endeavors in a way that makes them 
seem justified in, i f  not entitled to, committing their respective crimes. However, 
although he does seem to idealize the lives o f crime lead by the Irish mobsters (in a sort 
o f  “steal from the rich and give to the poor” type o f fashion), he maintains historical 
accuracy and is true to his purpose for writing the book i.e., to narrate the untold story of 
the Irish Mob and how they influenced the structure o f organized crime in America up to 
this very day.
Paddy Whacked is a fascinating story, and I highly recommend this book to 
readers o f all ages and backgrounds, although it is particularly interesting to those who 
hail from the New York/New Jersey area, as many scenes from the book are set against 
the backdrop o f this region such as Manhattan’s West Side, St. Vincent’s Hospital, the 
Five Points (the most notable o f those five connecting streets is Canal Street), Harlem, as 
well as speakeasies in Newark and Brooklyn.
From the stark and gloomy fields o f famine-ravished Ireland to the tough city 
streets o f Hell’s Kitchen, English’s book does a perfect job o f documenting the harrowing 
story o f  the Irish Mob and the people who patronized it, while maintaining the poetic and 
attention-capturing style o f a true Irish storyteller. His ingenious work, Paddy Whacked: 
The Untold Story of the Irish American Gangster, is an illuminating masterpiece that will 
inspire and entertain the reader from start to finish.
New York: Regan Books, 2005.
Pp. 468. $27.95
Genre: Irish-American History
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Book Review II
Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney: Slavery, Secession, and (he President’s W ar
Powers
By James F. Simon
Reviewed by Joseph Baker ' 10
It would have been difficult in a time o f peace to find much difference between 
Abraham Lincoln and Roger B. Taney. Both were self-made men, and each rose to the 
highest levels of American democracy out o f immense natural talent and driven by strong 
convictions. Yet on almost every fundamental issue o f debate surrounding the Civil War 
one would be assured to find Abraham Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney in staunch and 
irreconcilable opposition to one another. In Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney, James F. 
Simon, professor of law at New York Law School, attempts to grab onto the roots o f this 
epic clash, using Lincoln and Taney’s battles over slavery, the Union, and the war-time 
authority o f the chief executive, as a vehicle to explain their more fundamental 
differences. Rather than mere ideology, Simon aims to show that it was how both men 
responded to the personal and national crisis o f sectionalism and war that truly made the 
gulf between them unbridgeable.
By 1856, Roger B. Taney had established himself as the well-respected Chief 
Justice o f a nonpartisan, highly restrained and rather prudent Supreme Court. Even when 
dealing with potentially incendiary issues such as the constitutionality of the Fugitive 
Slave Law, the Taney Court had expertly avoided aggravating the sectional crisis that 
was smoldering throughout the country. Yet the tide o f those sectional passions could not 
be avoided forever, and with one explosive opinion -Dred Scott v. Sanford - the Chief 
Justice plunged the court headlong into the political fires, as he authored an 
uncharacteristically activist opinion emasculating the federal government’s authority to 
outlaw slavery in the territories.
Even though the Chief Justice had always believed that slavery was an issue to be 
left to the legislatures o f individual states, the trademark judicial restraint that had 
characterized his earlier decisions was absent in his Dred Scott opinion. His once 
reasonable constitutional argument was now conflated to extreme activism with his 
unbridled political passions. The Maryland democrat was pressured by the sectional 
struggle into a defense o f  the Southern culture and its institutions, with the consequence 
o f stoking the fires o f an already raging inferno. What Simon calls the “judicial discipline
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and political wisdom” (126) seen in Taney’s opinion in the earlier Fugitive Slave Law 
case, suddenly withered under the heat o f  sectional unrest.
Taney had compromised his judicial convictions in the face o f crisis, either unable 
or unwilling to see the ramifications o f his actions. It was a personal flaw that would 
reveal itself many times over the course o f the war -  this inability to see the larger 
picture, to see the nation in the dire situation that it was in. Simon points to Taney’s 
beliefs on the constitutionality o f Southern secession and the war-time authority o f the 
executive to further make this point. Taney forsook the Union in favor o f  what he 
believed would be a peaceful separation o f the nation - a naivete underscored by his 
refusal to vacate the Court at the outbreak o f  war along with almost all other Southerners 
in Washington. Simon further maintains that the Chief Justice paid no heed to the dire 
context o f the war when he authored his landmark Merryman opinion demanding the 
release o f an imprisoned Southern saboteur. In choosing to engage in a narrow and 
selectively textualist reading o f the Constitution - reminiscent to his analysis in Dred 
Scott - Taney attempted to greatly limit the very presidential power for which he had 
argued so forcefully on behalf o f  Andrew Jackson during the bank war. This judicial 
tendency o f Taney to relax his once admirable judicial convictions and revert to 
sectionalism in the face o f  crisis -  what Simon describes as the “ artistry o f a partisan 
lawyer rather than the detachment o f a judge” (193) - became a defining characteristic of 
the war-time Chief Justice.
In contrast to Taney’s partisan driven detachment from the realities o f  Union 
peril, through the issues o f slavery, the Union, and civil liberties, Simon shows Abraham 
Lincoln in a much different light. Similar to the way in which the Dred Scott opinion set 
the tone for Taney’s later positions, it was Lincoln’s response to that fateful decision in 
his senatorial debates with Stephan A. Douglas that cemented his permanent opposition 
to the Chief Justice. While Lincoln had agreed with Taney on the constitutional right of 
the South to maintain its institution o f slavery, his position in regards to the spread of 
slavery into the territories was quite different. This divergence sprung from the forces 
which drove Lincoln’s view o f slavery. Whereas Taney viewed slavery as merely a 
constitutional concern and an area o ff limits to federal regulation, Lincoln’s position was 
driven by clear, unshakable moral conviction and a belief in the primacy o f the federal 
government.
It was Lincoln’s maintenance o f this immutable moral conviction in the 
fundamentally un-American nature o f  slavery and the primacy o f the federal government 
that would place him forever at odds with the Chief Justice. After Lincoln’s election to 
the presidency in November o f 1860 and the ensuing secession, Lincoln’s ability to 
withstand the pressure o f  crisis became his defining trait. From the first day o f his 
presidency to his final hours, Lincoln’s belief in the perpetual nature o f the Union was 
severely and constantly tested. Nearly all o f Lincoln’s decisions as commander in chief - 
most especially in regards to emancipation and civil liberties - were buttressed by his 
convictions and assessed in the context o f ever-evolving crisis.
Lincoln’s handling o f the pressures and temptations o f crisis in contrast to that of 
Chief Justice Taney was at its peak when interpreting the Constitution. While Taney 
interpreted the document with an academic detachment from the realities o f the war 
around him, Lincoln’s interpretation was based on what Simon call’s “the argument o f 
necessity” (250). Whether it was the raising o f the army, funding the war effort, or
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suspending the writ o f habeas corpus, Lincoln always addressed these extra-constitutional 
measures in the context o f necessity. In contrast to the aforementioned partisan artistry 
utilized by Taney in his arguments - in which long-standing convictions were skirted 
under the polarizing pressure o f crisis -  Lincoln was able to “blend his talent as a skilled 
trial lawyer with his conviction as commander in ch ie f’ (266) to deal with the threats 
faced by the nation.
It is this vivid contrast between the crisis-time characters o f these two powerful 
men that forms the basis o f Simon’s book, by providing the framework for an analysis of 
the fundamentally unbridgeable differences between them. While this book focuses on 
the constitutional disputes between Lincoln and Taney, they are merely the means by 
which a much more polarizing divergence can come into view. This is, in a sense, the 
principle asset o f Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney. By approaching the differences 
between the two figures from an angle o f constitutional law, something which Simon’s 
legal background allows him to do so expertly, the ideological divisions between Lincoln 
and Taney can be separated from their character differences. Simon’s keen analytical eye 
allows him to assess the opposing arguments o f the President and the Chief Justice, 
showing where matters o f constitutional interpretation were weaved with character - 
where Taney’s judicial belief in states’ rights and judicial restraint was infused with 
partisan passion and academic naivete, or where Lincoln’s belief in the primacy o f the 
federal government was strengthened by unshakable moral convictions.
In no case is this approach more successful in supporting Simon’s thesis than in 
the book’s detailed analysis o f Taney’s incendiary Dred Scott opinion, dissecting the 
opinion in such a way as to turn abstract legalese into a vivid portrait o f the 
compromising Chief Justice. One can imagine Taney as just another one o f Simon’s law 
students, subject to criticism by a keen analytical mind and its incessant probing for the 
slightest hint o f  argumentative weakness. Yet it is more than this ability to criticize that 
makes Simon’s analysis so convincing, but rather his ability to draw substantial 
conclusions from the logical holes that he finds. It is the filling in o f these holes which 
Simon sees in Taney’s Dred Scott opinion that allows him to paint an unbiased portrait of 
the Chief Justice and his response to pressure. Taney’s opinion is not merely dismissed as 
“the tirade o f a southern zealot” (126), but rather shown as a once thoughtful, restrained, 
and careful legal analysis o f the slavery issue driven to uncharacteristic extremity and 
illogic by the sectional passions o f the times. It is an approach that works very well for 
the purposes o f Simon’s thesis, and is also expertly utilized in assessing Lincoln’s careful 
defense o f extra-constitutional military arrests during the war, specifically the President’s 
deft response to the “Albany Resolves”.
Further aiding in the poignancy o f Simon’s thesis is his ability to relay the 
importance o f the Lincoln-Taney divergence on the rest American society. Simon never 
loses sight o f the fact that this was an epic clash o f arguably the two most powerful men 
and minds o f the Civil War era. This ability to frame the contrasting ideologies and 
characters o f the President and the Chief Justice in the broader context o f the war and 
U.S. history adds greatly to the uniqueness of this historical analysis. It raises issues that 
transcend 19th century American history and speak to the fundamental nature o f the 
American system.
For instance, perhaps Taney’s incessant agitation o f Lincoln, his academic 
detachment and refusal to infuse morality into Constitutional debate, was what the
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founders imagined when they established an independent Court removed from the 
political process. Certainly, while Taney could not be called an entirely neutral arbiter by 
any stretch during the war years, his battles with Lincoln over civil liberties and other 
war-time powers kept the executive power, no matter how correct, on its toes. In an 
executive, moral conviction and the ability to respond to crisis is an asset. Were the 
founders willing to say the same o f the judiciary? Simon raises these questions through 
the way in which he analyzes the fundamental rift between Lincoln and Chief Justice 
Taney, in which it is not merely two ideologies, but two men, two characters, and two 
institutions, fundamentally at odds.
As a whole, James F. Simon’s thorough analysis o f the Lincoln-Taney divergence 
found in Lincoln and Chief Justice Taney is an undeniable asset to the study o f the Civil 
War and the history o f American governance. Through keen, detailed probing into the 
minds o f these two intellectual behemoths, Simon shows us the extent o f their 
unmistakable rift. While it was their ideological and institutional differences that placed 
them on opposite sides o f many issues, it was their character and response to crisis that 
truly made their differences irreconcilable. When convictions were pressured under the 
heat o f crisis, Taney withered and Lincoln steeled.
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